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Summary
The invention of the optical frequency comb (OFC), a type of pulsed laser, has enabled
the next leap in precision timing. For this breakthrough, Hall and Hänsch were awar-
ded the Nobel prize in Physics in 2005. Their work has enabled the development of
ultra-precise optical atomic clocks that can provide a fractional frequency precision below
10−18. However, such devices are conventionally laboratory-based table-top systems with
high power-consumption. To see this technology transition more broadly to everyday ap-
plications, developments must be made to create a more efficient and portable device.
The most promising platform for achieving this evolution are microresonators: photonic
components which are often integrated within millimetre scale silicon microchips. The
microresonator is a ring cavity, which can enable nonlinear processes at very low powers.
Specifically, microresonators have been shown to generate OFCs – termed microcombs
in this context. This discovery has opened up an exciting field of physics, bringing into
the realm of possibility a fully integrated, low-power solution to the practical problem of
conventional OFCs.
This thesis contains the results obtained in the Emergent Photonics research lab, where I
have been studying a laser architecture comprising a microresonator nested within a fibre
laser. Utilising such a scheme, I have studied the dynamic and complex regimes of laser
operation which can emerge, towards the aim of developing a robust and portable OFC
source.
This thesis is structured as follows. First, the system is described, then results on the
various regimes of operation are presented: laser cavity-solitons, a self-sustaining localised
laser pulse; Turing patterns, non-localised fields which fill the entire optical cavity; and
thermal pulses, single-mode pulses of light which form on the ‘slow’ thermal timescales of
the system. Finally, I will present my work on mapping these states within the system
and controlling their emergence, along with concluding remarks.
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1.1 Time- and frequency-domain depictions of an optical frequency
comb (OFC) emission. Top: The electric field of the OFC (black), un-
der mode-locked operation, manifests as a train of optical pulses that are
separated in time by the inverse of the cavity repetition frequency. The
pulse-to-pulse phase-slip ∆ϕ is the difference between the peak of the elec-
tric field, and its envelope (grey), for sequential pulses. Bottom: Spectral
representation of the OFC. The laser emission is shown as coloured spec-
tral lines (from red to blue) within region of gain from the optical amplifier
(black dotted curve). The spectral lines are separated by frep which is de-
termined by the optical cavity path length. The carrier-envelope offset fre-
quency fceo, is related to the pulse-to-pulse phase-slip as fceo = frep∆ϕ/2π.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
1.2 Microresonator platforms. Left: Integrated Hydex microresonator [45].
The micro-cavity can be seen at the lower left side of the chip, and has an
FSR of 49 GHz and typical Q-factor above 1 million. Middle: Fused-silica
micro-rod resonator. Such resonators are fabricated using a CO2 laser-
lathe process [55] and can be fabricated with FSRs ranging 10s to 100s
GHz. The intrinsic Q-factor of such devices is >108. Right: Fabry-Perot
style fibre-resonator. Such devices are fabricated using standard single-
mode fibre, and undergo an intensive manual polishing process before a
high-reflectivity (99.9935%) coating is applied to both ends of the fibre
using an ion-beam sputtering deposition technique. Inset: high-reflectivity
fibre mirror coating. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
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1.3 Left: Conceptual illustration of the localised soliton solution in a dissipative
system. The opposing effects act to balance one another and manifest the
localised solution. (b) Illustration of the power coupled to a single cavity
resonance as the relative wavelength of an injected field is swept from low-
high wavelengths. For an input power below the threshold of nonlinearity,
the resonance is static (often termed the cold-cavity condition: the state
when no light-induced effects are present - shown in blue). Above the
threshold power, however, the resonance is shifted by the nonlinear response
of the cavity (termed the hot-cavity condition: when the presence of light
in the system significantly modifies the state via nonlinear effects - shown
in red). The real and stable states are shown with the solid red line while
the unstable state is depicted with the dashed line. It is clear that in the
region highlighted with red shading, bistability exists (i.e. more than one
stable solution for a fixed relative injection frequency). The asymmetry
of the cavity resonance response, due to the focussing nonlinearity of the
material, is illustrative of the critical role played by this relative detuning
parameter in nonlinear cavity-systems. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
1.4 Schematic of the microresonator filtered fibre laser. The main fibre
cavity (black line) contains the dual-pumped Erbium-doped fibre amplifier
(EDFA), a tuneable delay section for adjusting the total optical main-cavity
path length, and a free-space section (red-beam). The free space section
allows for practical control over parameters of the system in the laboratory
and contains a beam splitter (BS) for sampling the intra-cavity field; polar-
isation control elements (PC) for which we use zero-order half- and quarter-
waveplates to control the polarisation and manage losses; an optical isolator
to ensure unidirectional operation; and a bandpass filter (BPF) which acts
to stabilise the laser operation. The microresonator is nested to close ends
of the main-cavity fibres, in a four-port add-drop filter configuration. Prac-
tically, the main-cavity fibres are connected to some fibre/ waveguide in
order to evanescently couple light from the main-cavity to the microreson-
ator. All fibre components are polarisation-maintaining where possible -
the exception is the short fibres directly coupling onto the microresonator
chip. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16
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2.1 Principle of operation of microcomb laser cavity-soliton forma-
tion. (a) A short pulse (green) propagates in the micro-cavity (blue) sus-
tained by a longer pulse (red) and a weak higher-order ‘super-mode pulse’
(purple) in the amplifying loop (yellow). This depicts the fundamental op-
eration of a single soliton per cavity. (b) Cold-cavity spectral distribution.
Micro-cavity resonances are depicted in green, amplifying-cavity resonances
are in black, with leading and first-order super-modes highlighted in red and
purple, respectively. The normalised frequency offset between the central
frequency of the leading super-mode and the micro-cavity resonance is ∆;
similarly, the frequency offset is ∆− 1 for the central frequency of the first-
order super-mode. In the convention used here and in Eq. 2.1, the positive
values of ∆ correspond to a leading order super-mode red-detuned with re-
spect to the micro-cavity resonances. The variable δ is the normalised FSR
detuning, appearing when the two cavities are not commensurate. . . . . . 21
2.2 Theoretical propagation of linear and solitary pulses. The micro-
cavity and gain cavity have a group velocity mismatch of δ = 0.03. In
these examples we used ∆ = 0.47 and g = 0.14. The number of super-
modes used in the simulations is 61, as defined in Eqs. 2.3 and 2.4. (a)
Evolution of the micro-cavity and multi-modal amplifying-cavity fields in
the linear case, in normalised units (n.u.). The quantities in the upper and
lower panels are the overall field intensities in the two cavities |a(t, x)|2 and∑N
−N |bq(t, x)|2 (with reference to Eqs. 2.3 and 2.4). The group velocity of
the fields is better shown in the insets, where the direction of the field is
marked with an arrow. The mismatch between such group velocities causes
a periodical decoupling of the fields. (b) Solitary propagation: both fields
lock to the same group velocity v. (c) Equivalent spectral distribution of
the super-modes within a resonance of the micro-cavity. Such a spectrum,
for the linear case (orange), highlights the presence of several frequency
components, one for every super-mode with frequency offset ∆− q. In the
case of solitary propagation (blue), conversely, all the modes lock to the
frequency φ. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
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2.3 Experimental setup for microcomb cavity-solitons’ generation and
laser-scanning spectroscopy detection of a hot resonator. The setup
is composed of a nonlinear microresonator, an erbium-ytterbium co-doped
fibre amplifier (EYDFA), an optical isolator, an optical bandpass filter
(BPF), a tunable delay line, a half-wave plate (λ/2), a polarising beam
splitter (PBS) and two optical collimators (OCs). The output signals from
the rejection port of the polarising beam splitter were detected with an op-
tical spectrum analyser (OSA), an autocorrelator, and a fast photodetector
(PD) connected to an oscilloscope. For the laser-scanning spectroscopy, a
scanning CW laser was split into three signals, S1, S2, and S3. S1 was
used to probe the resonances’ profile and oscillating microcomb lines in
the hot microresonator, while S2 and S3 were simultaneously used to per-
form frequency calibration. This was achieved by beating the external CW
source with a reference comb (Menlo Systems, 250 MHz repetition rate).
The resulting signal was passed through a radio-frequency bandpass filter
(RF-BPF) before detection. In this way, it was possible to generate a set
of calibration markers with a spacing of ∼250 MHz. We created an ad-
ditional set of finer markers by coupling the signal S2 to an unbalanced
Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) with an FSR of ∼6.95 MHz. . . . . . . 25
xiv
2.4 Temporal laser cavity-soliton measurement. (a) Soliton generation,
for two equidistant solitons per round-trip. The intra-cavity power at the
output of the amplifier is 100 mW and at the output of the micro-cavity
is 20 mW. Spectrum (in logarithmic scale) and autocorrelation (A-corr,
left inset) with measurements (blue) and theoretical solitary state (red).
Fit parameters are ∆ = 0.49 and g = 0.1, resulting in φ = −0.475, cor-
responding to a red-shifted frequency of 35 MHz (Eq. 2.2). Right inset:
theoretical intensity. (b) Intra-cavity spectrum (blue), showing within each
micro-cavity resonance the lasing modes (red dots, red-shifted by ∼32 MHz
from the resonance centre). The three plots correspond to the wavelengths
highlighted in (a) by coloured shading. (c, d) The same measurements at
higher fibre gain for two equidistant solitons per round-trip, leading to a
150 mW intra-cavity power at the output of the amplifier and 30 mW at
the output of the ring. Here, ∆ = 0.47 and g = 0.14, with φ = −0.474.
(e, f) The same measurements for three solitons per round-trip. The intra-
cavity power is the same as in case (c,d). Here, ∆ = 0.49 and g = 0.11,
with φ = −0.474. The autocorrelation shows that the solitons are not
equidistant, highlighting the localised nature of the solution. . . . . . . . . . 26
2.5 Experimental propagation of soliton pulses. Here, ζa = 1.25× 10−4, σ =
1.5× 10−4, κ = 2π. We have ∆ = 0.49, g = 0.1; ∆ = 0.47, g = 0.14; and
∆ = 0.49, g = 0.11 for (a-c); (d-f), and (g-i), respectively. (a) Propaga-
tion of two soliton pulses, the intensity is displayed in false colours and
logarithmic scale to better visualise the spectrum low energy components.
(b) Slow temporal scale (radio-frequency) spectra obtained as the Fourier
transform ã(ξ, x0) =
∫
a(t, x0)e
−2πξtdt of the propagating solution at the
peak (blue, x0 = −0.25) and at the tail (orange, x0 = −0.5) of the pulse
along the propagating time axis. Note that the spectra are normalised to
obtain a maximum at 0 dB. The frequency axis is normalised with respect to
the main-cavity FSR. (c) Comparison of the experimental radio-frequency
spectrum (blue) with the background radio-frequency spectrum calculated
in the simulations as ã(ξ, x0) =
∫
|a(t, x0)|2e−2πξtdt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29
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2.6 Stable non-localised states. Coherent state obtained with a setup sim-
ilar to that of Refs. [127, 156]. States with different FSR are obtained
by adjusting the cavity length with a similar procedure to that used in
Refs. [156, 158]. (a) Optical spectrum, autocorrelation (left inset) and
radio-frequency spectrum (right inset) of a coherent state at repetition rate
equivalent to a single microring FSR (approximately 50 GHz). (b) Laser-
scanning spectroscopy measurement for the most powerful spectral line,
marked by a green line in panel (a). The measurement clearly shows a
blue-detuned oscillation (c, d) Same measurement as in (a,b), for a coher-
ent state at the repetition rate twice the microring FSR (approximately
100 GHz). (g,h) Same measurement as in (a,b), for a coherent state at a
repetition rate equivalent to four-times the microring FSR (approximately
200 GHz). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
2.7 Temporal laser cavity-soliton and Lugiato-Lefever cavity-soliton
comparison. (a) Plot of laser cavity-soliton input field peak power versus
normalised offset ∆, calculated for various gain values (g = 0.05 to 0.14
for plots from purple to green). Thick lines mark the stable self-localised
solutions, both in the main graph and the inset, where the soliton frequency
φ is reported. Note that negative values of φ correspond to frequencies
red-shifted with respect to the micro-cavity centre, in agreement with the
experiments. The grey area marks the region of existence for Lugiato-
Lefever bright solitons. (b) Intensity profile on the micro-cavity for a laser
cavity-soliton (∆ = 0.47 and g = 0.14, blue line) and a Lugiato-Lefever
cavity-soliton at the power threshold (orange line), highlighting the presence
of a strong background in the latter case. (c) Spectrum of the theoretical
cases in (b). The strong background of the Lugiato-Lefever cavity-soliton
results in a dominant comb mode at the centre of the spectrum. Laser
cavity-soliton lines generally possess a higher power spectral density. . . . 32
xvi
2.8 Control of the repetition rate of temporal laser cavity-solitons. (a)
Specta for three combs as the fibre cavity length is changed within a broad
range of 150 µm. Gain and losses have been readjusted to maintain the
solitary state showing two equidistant solitons per round-trip. Intra-cavity
powers are 20 (blue), 25 (orange), and 30 mW (black), respectively. (b)
Residual frequency shift against mode number with respect to the best fit
for the comb 1 case (blue). Error bars are defined as the size (10 %–90 %)
of the slope associated to the Hilbert transform phase in the laser-scanning
spectroscopy interferogram. Combs 2 and 3 show a change in FSR and,
hence, repetition rate variations of 1.9 MHz and 3.2 MHz with respect to
comb 1. (c) Calculated propagation of a stationary solitary solution when
∆ = 0.49 and g = 0.1, for δ = 0, 0.01 and 0.02. The solitary wave is
maintained in all three cases. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
3.1 (a) Depiction of the laser operation. A Kerr microresonator (green ring) is
nested into an amplifying fibre loop (yellow). A Turing pattern waveform
(light-green) is excited in the micro-cavity and is sustained by leading or-
der (red) and first-order (blue) ‘super-mode’ waveforms from the amplifying
loop. These super-modes are periodical with the micro-cavity length, high-
lighted by a line segment La. (b) Spectral distribution of the modes in the
cold-cavity condition. The micro-cavity resonances (green) have a free spec-
tral range (FSR) denoted Fa while the FSR of the amplifying main-cavity
modes (black) is denoted Fb. The leading order and first-order super-modes
are plotted in red and blue, respectively. (c)-(e) Zoom of the mth, central,
and −mth resonances. ∆ is the normalised frequency offset between the
central frequency of the leading super-mode and the micro-cavity reson-
ance. δ is the normalised FSR detuning, appearing when the two cavities
are not commensurate. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38
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3.2 Modulation instability (MI) maps for the stationary states. For the calcu-
lations: ζa = 1.7× 10−4, ζb = 3.5× 10−4, σ = 2.5× 10−4,
√
κ = 2.5, which
are compatible with the experimental regime discussed in the sections be-
low. Here we used N = 7, corresponding to a total of 15 super-modes.(a)
MI map for the trivial solution (TS) showing the regions of instability as
a function of the cavity gain g and detuning ∆, with δ = 0. (b) MI gain
of the zero solution with g = 0.03 (indicated by a white dashed line) and
δ = 0. (c) MI gain of the low energy CW state I+0 . (d) Zoom out of (c).
(e,f,g,h) same as (a,b,c,d) with δ = 1/3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41
3.3 Self-starting Turing pattern states. The zero solution evolves into the state
I
(0)
+ , which is also unstable and gives rise to a Turing pattern. The simula-
tion parameters are: ζa = 1.7× 10−4, ζb = 3.5× 10−4, σ = 2.5× 10−4,∆ =
−0.17,
√
κ = 2.5, g = 0.0365, δ = −0.3342 and N = 7. (a) Evolution of the
temporal profile of the field in the micro-cavity with the y-axis normalised
to the micro-cavity length. (b) Maximum intensity of the evolution in the
micro-cavity. (c) Low energy stationary states. (d) Output time profile of
the fields in the micro- and main-cavities. (e) Output spectral profiles of
the fields within the micro- and main-cavities, with power spectral density
(PSD) as a function of the normalised relative frequency. . . . . . . . . . . 44
3.4 (a) Experimental setup of the micro-resonator filtered fibre laser. EYDFA,
Erbium-Ytterbium doped fibre amplifier; TD, translation delay-stage; BPF,
bandpass filter; OC, output coupler. (b) Diagnostic setup for the laser scan-
ning spectroscopy. PD, photodiode; MZI, Mach-Zehnder interferometer;
RF-BPF, radio-frequency bandpass filter. (c) Diagnostic setup for the
frequency non-uniformity measurement. The beat notes B1, B2, and B3
between the three desired comb lines W1, W2, and W3 and their adja-
cent reference frequency comb lines are selected using a dense wavelength
division multiplexer (DWDM). They are then mixed and counted by a high-
resolution frequency counter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45
xviii
3.5 (a,d,g) Experimental optical power spectral density (PSD) for the micro-
comb modes. The inserts depict the autocorrelation and the intra-cavity
spectrum of the oscillating spectral mode with the highest power. The red
line here shows the position of detuning ∆ used in the respective simula-
tions. The colour shadings in (d) are in reference to the resonance profiles
presented in Fig. 3.6. (b,e,h) Simulated optical spectra calculated a δ =
1/2, 1/3, and 1/4 respectively, with corresponding gain settings and cavity
detunings of (b) g = 0.0400,∆ = −0.36, (e) g = 0.0320,∆ = −0.17, and (h)
g = 0.0501,∆ = −0.54. (c,f,i) MI gain spectrum of the CW states. In the
calculations: ζa = 1.7× 10−4, ζb = 3.5× 10−4, σ = 2.5× 10−4,
√
κ = 2.5,
and N = 7. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46
3.6 Experimental resonance profiles and beat note signals obtained with the
probe laser scanning oscillating comb lines. (a-e) Descending rows cor-
respond to a relative change in the main-cavity length of 0 µm, −100 µm,
−200 µm, −300 µm and −400 µm. The four sequential colour-shaded plots
correspond to different comb line wavelengths: 1547.13 nm, 1549.47 nm,
1550.64 nm and 1553.01 nm from the left to the right panels, as indicated
by the colour shadings in Fig. 3.5(d). The dashed red line is a Lorentzian
fit to the profile of the hot resonance while the vertical dashed-blue lines in-
dicate the relative shift of the oscillating comb lines within their respective
resonances. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48
3.7 (a,b) Numerical results showing the evolution of the temporal (a) and the
spectral (b) profile of the field. The temporal evolution has a corresponding
zoom of the stable operation to illustrate more clearly the pattern. For
the simulations: ζa = 1.7× 10−4, ζb = 3.5× 10−4, σ = 2.5× 10−4,∆ =
−0.17,
√
κ = 2.5, g = 0.0365, δ = −0.3942, andN = 7. (c) Optical spectrum
of the stable pattern state. (d) Differential phase evolution of three comb
modes, indicated by the coloured shading in (c). The differential phase
is calculated as the derivative of the absolute phase ψn over the temporal
evolution and it is indicative of the stability intrinsic to the repetition rate
of the comb. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49
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3.8 (a) The average beat note frequencies between two selected microcomb
lines and their adjacent reference frequency comb teeth (recorded by an
oscilloscope) as a function of the decreasing main-cavity length. The raw
frequency measurement (in megahertz), relative to the frequency for 0 µm
delay, is shown in blue. (b) Distribution of the microcomb output spec-
trum stemming from an equidistant mode spacing, including a Gaussian
fit (dashed red line). Here, we consider the −300 µm delay case, with a
frequency counter gate time of 100 ms. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
4.1 (a) Schematic of the experimental setup. PC, fibre polarisation controller;
VOA, variable optical attenuator; BPF; bandpass filter; EDFA, Erbium-
doped fibre amplifier; OSC, oscilloscope; OSA, optical spectrum analyser.
Inset: Side view of the silica rod resonator and coupled fibre used for optical
injection. (b) OSA transmission spectra of the resonator (grey) and BPF
(blue shading) when seeded by the EDFA. (c-e) High-resolution transmis-
sion spectra obtained by CW wavelength sweep using either unpolarised (c)
or polarised transverse magnetic (TM) (d) and transverse electric (TE) (e)
light. (f) Zoom on the predominant spatial modes oscillating for each po-
larisation. (g) Spectrum of the selected TM main resonance and Lorentzian
fit (dashed black line) used experimentally. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56
4.2 (a) Typical pulse trace measured experimentally using the setup shown in
Fig. 4.1 in TM polarisation. (b) Zoom on a single pulse period. (c) Corres-
ponding OSA spectrum. (d) Phase space portrait depicting the intensity
versus the derivative of the intensity of the pulse train in panel (a). . . . . . 57
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4.3 (a) Schematic of the physical process that leads to a thermo-optically in-
duced slow self-pulsing emission of the laser. The thermo-optical nonlin-
earity of the microrod modifies the refractive index, and thus the resonance
frequency of the micro-cavity, as the laser intracavity power increases. As
the resonance shifts, the cavity transmission is reduced, leading to a reduc-
tion in power and eventually the repetition of the process, resulting in the
pulsed emission. The loaded Lorentzian resonator mode within the filtered
bandwidth of the EDFA (shaded blue region around 1545 nm) dynamically
shifts by an amount ∆ν via the thermo-optical effect (see gradient arrow
and coloured shadings). This shift is also expected across all resonances
and as such, can be readily measured experimentally using a CW probe
weakly coupled and slightly detuned from a resonance far outside the main
cavity gain bandwidth (see e.g. red and blue arrows around 1561 nm). (b)
Numerical results obtained using the coupled mode equations of Eqs. 4.1-
4.4 for parameters yielding self-pulsing |a|2 (solid blue line - see Eq. 4.1)
shows a train of pulses associated with a periodic resonance frequency shift
∆ν, induced by thermo-optical effects (dashed purple line - see Eq. 4.4).
(c) Example of pulse train obtained experimentally (solid black line) and
corresponding transmission of a red-detuned (dashed red line) CW field,
used to retrieve the dynamical resonance spectral shift as shown in (a). (d)
Same measurements using a blue-detuned CW probe (dashed blue line). . 59
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4.4 (a, b) Scatter plots of pulse peak power and duration obtained experiment-
ally using the setup shown in Fig. 4.1(a). Here, data are extracted for vari-
ous cavity transmission values (see colour scale, where 100 % transmission
represents the minimum attenuation state of the VOA) and the EDFA gain
settings, while increasing (a) or decreasing (b) the EDFA gain by adjust-
ment of its pump current. The inset in (a) corresponds to the same scatter
plot, obtained experimentally by replacing the initial EDFA in the setup
by a longer and higher power gain medium (HP-EDFA). Here, the data
are also obtained for various cavity transmission values while increasing the
EDFA gain, but the colour scale instead represents the gain medium pump-
ing current. (c) Scatter plot of the mean pulse duration and period obtained
experimentally for various loss values and upward tuning of the gain. This
analysis was performed using both available amplifiers (see legend) and by
averaging the properties extracted from each ms-long experimental trace.
(d) Corresponding properties retrieved from numerical simulations using a
selected loss parameter α. Scatter points of the pulse properties are dis-
played for various values of normalised gain G = g0/α (see colour scale).
The numerical results are obtained using the coupled-mode equations of
Eqs. 4.1-4.4 for selected parameters yielding self-pulsing behaviour. The
pulse properties were extracted from the numerical field intensity via the
same post-processing used on the experimental data sets. The grey shading
region (featuring clusters of points instead of a point), corresponds to a
dynamical regime where simulations exhibit self-pulsing only sustained for
a limited period (i.e. in a slow transient ultimately leading to a stable CW
solution). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62
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4.5 (a-b) False colour maps showing the average intra-cavity power (see colour
scale) for experimental measurement of the laser cavity operation. Meas-
urements are performed for a range of loss values while increasing (a) or
decreasing (b) the gain. (c-d) Corresponding map of the pulse peak powers
displaying clear regions of self-pulsing operation (i.e. black areas are rep-
resentative of parameters for which self-pulsing is absent - see colour scale).
(e-h) Examples of phase space portraits retrieved from experimental data
measured at selected transmission of 50 % (e,f) and 70 % (g,h), respectively.
As these panels show, we observe different self-pulsing conditions around the
attractor when increasing (e,g) and decreasing (f,h) the gain, even for the
same cavity parameters, thus attesting to a variety of multistable regimes. 63
4.6 (a-d) Examples of experimental laser cavity dynamics observed when us-
ing a strong counter-propagating CW field (purple line) to both probe and
influence the main cavity pulsing properties (blue line). The parameters
of the main amplifying cavity are kept constant and a 15 mW CW probe
around 1560 nm is coupled to the resonance but not frequency-stabilised.
The drift of the CW around this resonance leads to a variety of slow-fast
and multistable dynamics observed in self-pulsing and correlated to the CW
field coupling, whose induced thermo-optical effects on the resonator prop-
erties can no longer be neglected. The panels show different regimes. (a)
The CW detuning and associated coupled power initiates the self-pulsing.
(b) A transient behaviour due to the passage from blue to red frequency
detuning from the resonance. (c) Slow-fast dynamics associated with com-
plex and threshold-like coupling behaviour. (d) Frequency doubling of the
self-pulsing operation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64
5.1 Illustration of the concept of a nonlocal nonlinearity permitting a self-
starting, globally stable system. The change in stability of the stationary
states for ‘cold’ and ‘hot’ cavities. The oscillating field grows from the
initial modulational instability (MI) present in the zero energy state, and
under the proper setting of global cavity parameters, evolves towards the
stable soliton state. In this energetic regime, the global cavity settings are
impacted by the nonlinearity such that the zero energy solution is shifted
to detuning away from the MI region where the background state is stable
and soliton solution is maintained. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70
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5.2 (a) The spectral bandwidth of the laser output, corresponding to the colour
scale inset, for various settings of the cavity global parameters - namely cav-
ity length and amplifier pumping voltage. The temperature was kept within
a fluctuation of few degrees at 20 °C. The soliton states with the largest
bandwidth and are clearly identified in the orange/red region in the centre
of the map. In the lower left section of the map, a stable region admitting
CW/Turing pattern states is clearly identifiable. The radio-frequency spec-
trum is analysed to identify unstable regions of the map and are marked
by a cross. The insets to the right of the map are repeat measurements
of the entire scan acquired over a continuous 40 hour period. (b) The
wavelength of each spectral mode is plotted for the fixed cavity length of
84 µm (dashed black line in (a)). The pump power increment is 1.3 mW,
and the spontaneous transition from a CW state into the single soliton
state is clearly identifiable. (c) Example measurements of the lasers op-
tical spectrum, radio-frequency and autocorrelation traces are presented
for 347.1 mW, 353.6 mW and 362.7 mW (indicated by the white circles in
(a)). Here we observe both single- and two-soliton states, as well as CW
operation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72
5.3 (a) The spectral bandwidth of the laser output, corresponding to the colour
scale inset, for various settings of the cavity global parameters - namely
cavity length and amplifier pumping voltage. Temperature was kept with a
fluctuation of few degrees at 20 °C. The soliton states the largest bandwidth
and are clearly identified in the orange/red region in the centre of the map.
The radio-frequency spectrum is analysed to identify unstable regions of the
map and are marked by a cross. (b) The wavelength of each spectral mode
is plotted for the fixed cavity length of 44 µm (dashed black line in (a)). The
pump power increment is 1.3 mW (c) Example measurements of the lasers
optical spectrum, radio-frequency and autocorrelation traces are presented
for 366.8 mW, 392.8 mW and 401.9 mW (indicated by the white circles in
(a)). Here we observe three-soliton states, with 5-FSR non-localised Turing
patterns. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 74
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5.4 (a) Wavelength detuning of the central lasing mode in the soliton region
versus laser pump power, exceeding the free-spectral range (0.62 pm) of the
laser cavity for the case in Fig. 5.2, along with intracavity power at the
output drop port of the microcavity. (b) Same for the case in Fig. 5.3.
(c) An example of recovery from perturbation of soliton state. Measured
drop power (blue line) shows the transition from the laser off-state, after
a mechanical perturbation to the stable soliton, and then the recovery of
a stable state. The spectra (inset) measured shows the recovered soliton
case and corresponding auto-correlation trace. The power of a weak CW
probe (red line), coupled in the 1560 nm microresonator resonance, is shown
to measure the nonlinear shifting of the microcavity during the formation
process. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75
5.5 Dispersion of the oscillating lines within the microcavity. (a) Typical laser
scanning spectroscopy measurements of a blue detuned oscillating line (top),
red detuned line (centre) and coexistence of two oscillating modes (bottom).
The detuning is calculated as the frequency difference between the centre of
the microcavity resonance and the oscillating line. (b) Distribution of the
detunings for the spectral modes in the example cases of Fig. 5.2(c). The
primary oscillating laser lines are marked with a circle, while the secondary
resonance, if any, is marked as a cross. (c) Distribution of the detunings for
the modes in Fig. 5.3(c). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76
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5.6 (a) Schematic of the modulated dispersive Fourier-transform spectroscopy
(DFT) setup. The microcomb pulse train passes through an optical isolator
and fibre polarisation controller (FPC) before an electro-optic modulator
(EOM) is used to window and select a few pulses. The microcomb repetition
rate is in the 50 GHz to 100 GHz range, so each 300 ps window contains tens
of pulses. These pulses are then propagated through a length of dispersive
optical fibre. The temporal separation induced by the dispersive fibre, is
orders of magnitude greater than the initial temporal separation of the
individual pulses; thus interference between multiple pulses is insignificant
in measurement. The signal is amplified before being detected by a fast
photodiode (EOT - 16 GHz) and oscilloscope (Teledyne Lecroy - 36 GHz).
(b) Illustration of the measurement concept. The microcomb pulse train
(black) is windowed by the EOM (red), before passing through a significant
length of dispersive fibre to reach the far-field Fourier-transform limit where
spectral components are effectively mapped to the temporal domain. . . . . 80
5.7 (a) The temporal DFT measurement is plotted in a 2D figure, with the
fast-time axis (determined as the period of the EOM) in the y-axis and
the slow-time axis on the x-axis. The measurement illustrates the spon-
taneous formation of a soliton state from the ‘off’ state. The normalised
average energy of the signal is shown above. A period of apparent chaos,
the duration of which is in-line with the response time of the microresonator
thermo-optical effects, is followed by settling into stable soliton operation.
The linear optical spectrum corresponding to this stable state is shown to
the right of the 2D plot, with the corresponding autocorrelation shown in




1.1 The state of precision timing and optical frequency combs
Time is a fundamental component of nature. Its universality facilitates our shared inter-
pretation, and its irreversibility is vital in the emergence of structure [4, 5]. In complex
systems, the passage of time enables the emergence of a myriad of phenomena, from the
weather to life itself. Historically, the universal standardisation of time measurement has
been at the heart of scientific research [6], ultimately enabling global synchronisation and
the complex networks and infrastructures around which modern society is built.
Our capability to observe and record our universe with increased precision is a funda-
mental enabling technology crossing, at different degrees, all fields of research: from the
simple pendulum to quartz oscillators, and finally, to the atomic clock, time-keeping has
promoted scientific evolution across the centuries. The global primary standard for time
and frequency measurements, set in 1967, is currently based on locking to the microwave
frequency of a hyperfine transition of caesium [7]. Towards the next generation of time
standards, optical atomic clocks are the likely successor - with optical transitions in cold
atoms or trapped ions constituting reference oscillators that can provide a fractional fre-
quency precision beyond the 10−18 level [8–14]. In this regard, modern time-keeping is
underpinned by the absolute measurement of frequencies, which lay in the visible spectrum
for optical atomic clocks.
The measurement of frequencies in the optical regime was a substantial challenge until
the advent of the wide-bandwidth optical frequency comb laser, which enabled the trans-
lation of the optical reference stability down to the microwave domain. This coherent
link between optical and electronic domains, in the form of optical frequency comb lasers,
eventually boasted the progress in high accuracy clocks and precision spectroscopy, and
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are discussed in detail in the following sections.
The works presented in this thesis pertain to the ongoing global research effort to the ad-
vancement of optical frequency comb lasers and in particular, their miniaturisation. The
miniaturisation of these devices aims to enable the next generation of portable photonic
technologies, including portable optical atomic clocks for deployment in space. The main
topic of my work is in the investigation into novel laser schemes for the miniaturisation
of optical frequency combs, and the relevant background will be covered in the following
sections.
1.1.1 Optical frequency combs: development and general properties
The Nobel prize in Physics was awarded in 2005 in part to Hall and Hänsch for their work
on optical frequency combs (OFCs). As introduced above, this type of pulsed laser enabled
a new generation of optical atomic clocks with fractional frequency precisions below 10−18
[6, 9, 15–17]. Moreover, the frequency stability of OFCs allowed critical applications in
many important sectors, from fundamental measurements of natural constants [18, 19],
to ultra-low-noise microwave generation [20, 21], dual-comb spectroscopy [22], and astro-
nomical calibrations [23–25], among others [26].
These pulsed sources, in general, are based on standard mode-locked lasers [27–29], which
produce periodic ultrashort optical pulses by establishing a fixed phase relationship between
a set equally-spaced frequencies [29]. Because these frequencies are equally spaced, these
lasers have a spectrum with a characteristic ‘comb’ shape, where every ultra-narrow fre-
quency line represents a tooth of a comb. The phase relationship provided by standard
mode-locking approaches alone does not, however, guarantee absolute knowledge of each
optical frequency, or tooth, in the comb.
Every comb is, in general, defined by two fundamental quantities which must be defined
and controlled. Namely, the pulse repetition rate frequency frep and the carrier-envelope
offset frequency fceo [30, 31]. These quantities are best understood with a time and fre-
quency domain representation of the comb laser (Fig. 1.1). With the proper definition,
the repetition rate and carrier-envelope offset frequencies determine the exact position of
all the modes of the comb.
The inverse repetition rate, 1/frep, of the laser is the periodical separation in the time-
domain between sequential pulses (the peak of the envelope of the total electric field). In
the frequency-domain, this quantity is the separation of the modes of the laser, also called
free spectral range (FSR). For mode-locked lasers this value is usually above the 100 MHz
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Figure 1.1: Time- and frequency-domain depictions of an optical frequency
comb (OFC) emission. Top: The electric field of the OFC (black), under mode-locked
operation, manifests as a train of optical pulses that are separated in time by the inverse of
the cavity repetition frequency. The pulse-to-pulse phase-slip ∆ϕ is the difference between
the peak of the electric field, and its envelope (grey), for sequential pulses. Bottom:
Spectral representation of the OFC. The laser emission is shown as coloured spectral lines
(from red to blue) within region of gain from the optical amplifier (black dotted curve).
The spectral lines are separated by frep which is determined by the optical cavity path
length. The carrier-envelope offset frequency fceo, is related to the pulse-to-pulse phase-
slip as fceo = frep∆ϕ/2π.
range [26] and can be measured with a fast-photodetector as the beatnote between adja-
cent comb teeth.
The carrier-envelope offset frequency, fceo, represents the pulse-to-pulse phase shift of the
electric field. In the spectral representation this frequency can be seen by extrapolating
the comb teeth down towards DC frequencies, where, practically, it defines the frequency
of the first tooth of the comb. Together with the repetition rate frequency, it defines the
comb completely:
fn = nfrep + fceo (1.1)
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where fn in general indicates the nth mode of the spectrum.
The fceo is a significantly challenging quantity to measure requiring complex interferomet-
ric methods, the development of which has been at the heart of the progress in the field
of OFCs.
For the extraction of fceo, the so-called f-2f interference technique is most commonly
applied. This method is based on heterodyning a frequency-doubled comb line, of ini-
tial frequency fn, with a comb line at the high-end of the laser spectrum, of frequency
f2n [32]. Clearly, this method requires an octave-spanning comb, which is a non-trivial
task. Although other approaches have been proposed, and even implemented [33, 34],
f-2f interference remains the standard. The slight difference between the two heterodyned
frequencies permits a direct measurement of the carrier-envelope offset frequency fceo as:
2fn − f2n = 2(nfrep + fceo)− (2nfrep + fceo) = fceo (1.2)
Today, OFC-based technology is a relatively mature field, with a range of companies
providing such lasers spanning a vast range of wavelengths. The first implementations util-
ised high-power Ti:sapphire mode-locked lasers which were capable of generating octave-
spanning spectra [35, 36], but the common modern commercial approach is generally based
on Erbium-fibre mode-locked lasers with some external spectral broadening to achieve
octave-spanning combs [37].
These fibre lasers comprise all polarisation-maintaining elements and are passively mode-
locked using a saturable absorber [37]. Complete stabilisation of the comb teeth can be
achieved by locking the comb to an optical atomic reference frequency. Measurement of
the laser repetition rate, in conjunction with the self-referencing technique, enables all
the degrees of freedom of the laser to be fully stabilised. In this case, the OFC is able to
provide an output microwave signal with the exact frequency stability of the optical atomic
reference. Practically, control and stabilisation of these parameters is often achieved by
fast cavity-length actuation by an intracavity piezo-electric delay.
Over these past 20 years, OFCs based on mode-locked lasers have enabled a vast array of
ground-breaking research as a result of their precision and versatility. Time and frequency
metrology, in particular, has advanced rapidly during this period, with OFCs as a cent-
ral component for precision frequency measurements [38, 39]. With regard to precision
measurement of atomic references, OFCs will be a fundamental element in the upcoming
redefinition of the second [11, 26, 40, 41].
The next epoch in precision time measurement will be enabled when portable OFCs and
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optical atomic clocks are readily available outside of controlled laboratory environments.
For such an application, a dramatic reduction to the physical dimensions as well as the
overall power consumption of conventional OFCs and atomic references will be required.
Ultra-precise portable optical clocks would reliably provide the necessary timing refer-
ence to ensure faster data-transfer rates, as well as an alternative positioning reference -
independent from vulnerable satellite networks, when available in conjunction with state-
of-the-art quantum sensors [42]. With the aim to enable these revolutionary technologies,
there is a significant global research effort towards developing compact, reliable, and ro-
bust OFC sources.
1.2 Miniature optical frequency combs and microresonators
Over the last 50 years, there has been a steady drive in developments of novel optical
materials. Fibre-optic technologies, particularly at Telecom wavelengths, have seen con-
tinuous developments in manufacturing approaches, materials, and novel fibre geometries.
Likewise, there have been significant developments to integrated photonic platforms [43–
45], especially since the internet revolution, which drove the demand for novel photonics-
based technologies to manipulate and filter optical signals [46].
One such component, which has seen applications over a broad range of sectors, are optical
microresonators. Such cavities confine light by total internal reflection and have been fab-
ricated in a range of platforms and materials - in both bulk and integrated forms. Many
applications of these devices are focussed towards optical signal processing, such as optical
filters, switches, and modulators [46–48]. In particular, such a component is significantly
attractive for the field of nonlinear optics, where long photon lifetimes in a cavity enables
a significant quantity of photon interaction processes to occur. These nonlinear processes
and their application towards a compact OFC will be explored in the next sections.
1.2.1 Optical microresonators
Microphotonics advances have enabled the development of high-Q optical micro-cavities
in a range of platforms [49–53]. The resonant enhancement of waves confined in a cavity
by total internal reflection was studied by Lord Rayleigh, where the total internal re-
flection of sound waves in a resonator was observed - so-called whispering-gallery modes.
Optical microresonators are sub-millimetre-scale optical cavities which have been fabric-
ated with free-spectral ranges (FSR) from 10s to 1000s GHz [50, 52]. In monolithic,
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bulk platforms, the optical mode propagates along the resonator side-wall [54], confined
by the total internal reflection of light. More recently, integrated microresonators have
been developed. These ring-waveguides confine light due to the high contrast between
the refractive index of the waveguide to its surrounding materials and are more suited
to large-scale manufacturing and integration than their bulk counterparts. Beyond their
Figure 1.2: Microresonator platforms. Left: Integrated Hydex microresonator [45].
The micro-cavity can be seen at the lower left side of the chip, and has an FSR of 49 GHz
and typical Q-factor above 1 million. Middle: Fused-silica micro-rod resonator. Such res-
onators are fabricated using a CO2 laser-lathe process [55] and can be fabricated with FSRs
ranging 10s to 100s GHz. The intrinsic Q-factor of such devices is >108. Right: Fabry-
Perot style fibre-resonator. Such devices are fabricated using standard single-mode fibre,
and undergo an intensive manual polishing process before a high-reflectivity (99.9935%)
coating is applied to both ends of the fibre using an ion-beam sputtering deposition tech-
nique. Inset: high-reflectivity fibre mirror coating.
linear properties, microresonators with high Q-factors are particularly well suited for non-
linear applications. The Q-factor is a dimensionless quantity used to assess the optical
field enhancement factor in resonators and can be defined by the ratio of the resonance





This factor is generally influenced by the material bulk and surface absorption and scat-
tering levels, as well as by the level of unwanted nonlinear absorption losses. On integrated
platforms, Q-factors of almost one billion have been achieved [56].
It is worth to highlight silicon-oxynitride as a platform, since it is integrated resonators
made in this platform which are used in Chapters 2, 3 & 5. These microresonators in
particular are fabricated by collaborators at City University Hong Kong and details of the
devices may be found in Ref. [45]. The strong resonant enhancement of the optical field
in high-Q microresonators enables extremely intense intra-cavity fields, thus unlocking the
numerous functionalities of nonlinear optics at relatively low energy levels. Additionally,
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silicon-based materials have an extremely large nonlinear coefficient, and utilising these
low-threshold nonlinearities has lead to the emergence of the new field of OFCs generated
in microresonators: microcombs.
1.3 Microcombs
Optical frequency combs generated from microresonators – or microcombs, have galvanised
the international photonics research sector as the platform for an extremely compact op-
tical frequency comb source. Distinct from conventional mode-locked lasers, microcombs
operate by utilising the strong optical nonlinear properties of microresonators to generate
OFCs [57, 58].
The relevant nonlinear process is four-wave mixing, which is associated with the Kerr effect
- an intensity dependant nonlinear interaction of photons that is the dominant nonlinear
process in centrosymmetric materials [59]. Although there have been recent advances util-
ising materials with a non-zero second-order electric susceptibility χ(2) [60, 61], the main
works in the field and the works contained in this thesis regard combs utilising the Kerr
effect. This ultrafast interaction enables the generation of photons at new frequencies
under the appropriate conditions, and it was shown that by driving a microresonator with
an external pump laser, this process could cascade to form a set of spectral comb teeth,
separated approximately by the FSR of the microresonator [62–65]. These spectral lines,
given the right conditions, can manifest as temporal structures. There has been a signi-
ficant research effort to enable coherent output of the newly generated spectral lines and
to control the emergent temporal structures [66, 67].
Outside the field of microcombs, there is a rich historical background of the emergence of
structure in nonlinear dissipative systems in biology and chemistry, with pioneering work
by Alan Turing on patterns forming in reaction-diffusion systems [68]. More generally in
optics, structures of light in dissipative systems have been under investigation for several
decades [69–73].
Some seminal works of the early 1990’s studied the formation of dissipative temporal struc-
tures arising from modulational instabilities of the steady-state in a driven nonlinear ring
cavity [74]. The structures presented in this theoretical work are known as Turing patterns;
they are non-localised periodical patterns which fill the entire cavity and are modelled with
a variation of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE) called the Lugiato-Lefever equa-
tion (LLE). The LLE is ultimately a NLSE with the addition of a damping term and a
driving term (also accounting for the detuning of the driving field frequency from the cav-
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ity resonance centre). Prior to this work in the temporal domain, dissipative structures
had been mostly studied in the spatial domain, where the LLE was originally formulated
to describe the onset of stationary patterns in the planes orthogonal to the propagation
direction of light in a driven, damped, Kerr medium [73, 75, 76]. This formulation is a
mean-field model, describing the slowly varying envelope of the electromagnetic field in
the presence of nonlinearity and diffraction. Such spatially patterned states, which are
independent of boundary conditions, were initially observed experimentally in liquid crys-
tals [77, 78] and subsequently in semiconductor resonators [79].
Focussing to the temporal patterns that were described in an externally driven ring-cavity
by Haelterman et al. in [74], the diffraction term of the LLE is replaced by a term for
the group velocity dispersion of the optical fibre. The solutions found, in this case, are
dissipative structures that form along the propagation direction of the electric field. These
patterned structures were indeed later observed in experimental systems [80].
Further to this work, it is clear that externally driven microresonators are fundamentally
analogous to the fibre ring cavity, on a micro-scale. Temporally patterned states have
indeed been observed on both platforms [80–83].
Intuitively, one might best understand these temporal patterns in one dimension, where
they manifest out of a continuous wave (CW) signal (constant intensity) in a cavity, which
naturally experiences an instability in the form of a perturbation. At certain frequencies,
this perturbation can be reinforced by nonlinearities in the cavity, leading to its growth
and, eventually, the formation of a stable oscillatory signal at the frequency under appro-
priate conditions. Temporally, this appears as a modulated waveform while spectrally, the
optical modes take a comb structure (The generation of these new frequencies originate
from the CW signal and are created via nonlinear mixing of the photons forming side-band
frequencies). This patterned wave is a stationary solution of the cavity field equation.
Temporal Turing patterns in microresonators do have the comb-like optical spectra sought
after for an OFC, however, it is critical to note that these structures specifically tend to
be limited in bandwidth owing to the nature of the temporal patterns. The extreme ro-
bustness of these patterns generated on a compact platform makes them most suitable
for applications requiring low-noise spectral lines [83]. Chapter 3 of this thesis presents
results on the formation and stability of Turing patterns in a microresonator-filtered fibre
laser.
There is, however, another class of dissipative structures in these systems that are more
suited to the requirements of optical atomic clocks - cavity-solitons, that I will introduce,
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and describe in the following section.
1.3.1 Cavity-solitons
Solitons have been studied and observed in a wide range of physical contexts, where there
is a counter-balancing between dispersive and nonlinear effects. Optical solitons may form
in the electromagnetic field in a bistable nonlinear system, under the condition of coex-
istence, that is, two permitted stable states for a single setting of the global system [84]
– one being a stable homogeneous solution of the field equation, and the other being a
patterned, or modulated, stationary solution such as the Turing patterns described in the
previous section. Dissipative solitons, then, are concentrated structures of light in dissipat-
ive systems that constantly and bi-directionally exchange energy with their environment
to maintain stability [85]. Temporal dissipative solitons are well studied in established
mode-locked lasers [85].
An important class of dissipative soliton are cavity-solitons (CSs) [84, 86]. Cavity-solitons
have been sought after for decades, beginning with seminal works by Moloney [71], Firth
[87], and Rosanov [88] among others. In particular, CSs refers to a class of localised dis-
sipative structures which exist on top of a stable homogeneous background, unlike the
dissipative solitons in lasers which intrinsically cannot be localised due to the long gain
material recovery timescale [85, 89, 90]. Cavity-solitons are individually addressable and
take their form solely from the global settings of the cavity, existing in a state of balance
between the opposing effects of nonlinearity and dispersion (see Fig. 1.3(a)).
The first experimental demonstration of temporal CSs was by Leo et al. in 2010 [91].
By injecting a continuous wave (CW) laser into a long silica-fibre Kerr cavity, trains of
localised pulses could be excited by a short pulse delivered to the passive fibre cavity. Such
a system is known to support bistability between a homogeneous, stable solution and a
modulated solution - a condition permitting the existence of CSs. The localised nature
of these structures could be demonstrated by individually addressing the CSs, encoding
binary information into the pulse trains. Subsequent works investigated this in further
details as well as exploring a range of dynamics within the system, including spontaneous
pulse emergence and dispersive waves [92–97]. The properties of the pulses in this case
lend to applications such as signal processing and optical memory buffers [98].
It is important to notice that the passive fibre cavities in which CSs were observed here
were several hundred meters long. For OFCs, the spectral lines of such pulses are too close
to one another to be individually distinguishable. Additionally, the externally-driven fibre
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Figure 1.3: Left: Conceptual illustration of the localised soliton solution in a dissipat-
ive system. The opposing effects act to balance one another and manifest the localised
solution. (b) Illustration of the power coupled to a single cavity resonance as the relative
wavelength of an injected field is swept from low-high wavelengths. For an input power
below the threshold of nonlinearity, the resonance is static (often termed the cold-cavity
condition: the state when no light-induced effects are present - shown in blue). Above the
threshold power, however, the resonance is shifted by the nonlinear response of the cavity
(termed the hot-cavity condition: when the presence of light in the system significantly
modifies the state via nonlinear effects - shown in red). The real and stable states are
shown with the solid red line while the unstable state is depicted with the dashed line. It
is clear that in the region highlighted with red shading, bistability exists (i.e. more than
one stable solution for a fixed relative injection frequency). The asymmetry of the cavity
resonance response, due to the focussing nonlinearity of the material, is illustrative of the
critical role played by this relative detuning parameter in nonlinear cavity-systems.
loop does nothing to address the issues of compactness or lowing the energy consumption.
In this context, the concept to apply the same physical principles, that were demonstrated
in fibre-loops, to microcavities with a FSR in the range of 0.01 GHz to 1 GHz, was well
acknowledged. Early works in the field had already demonstrated OFC generation in
externally-driven monolithic micro-toroids [99], but it was not until after these develop-
ments in macroscopic fibre cavities that the field of CS microcombs was truly realised [81].
1.3.2 Temporal cavity-solitons in microcavities
Since the first experimental demonstration of CSs in microresonators [81], there have
been numerous subsequent developments and demonstrations across a range of microres-
onator platforms [100–104]. More recently, alternative schemes to externally-driving the
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microresonator with a CW laser have been developed [1, 105, 106], including even integ-
rated devices [107, 108].
The CSs in micro-cavities, like their macroscopic equivalent, exist as a solution on top of a
homogeneous CW field. The frequency spacing of the comb-teeth is sufficient that simple
wavelength division multiplexers are entirely sufficient for selection of a single comb mode
by the output, and the spectral bandwidth of the CSs can be extremely broad given the
proper engineering of the micro-cavity [109], even without external spectral broadening.
This broad bandwidth is well suited to optical atomic clocks, where it is desirable to create
an octave-spanning spectrum, so that self-referencing for full stabilisation of the comb can
be achieved. To this aim, external nonlinear broadening methods of the comb spectra
are intensity-dependent and as such, a high peak power is essential, necessitating these
ultrashort pulses, as compared to Turing patterns which have much smaller bandwidths
and lower peak power. A further point is that lower repetition rates are generally desirable
for electronic detection eventually, which are achieved by single soliton operation. Turing
patterns on the other hand have repetition rates at some multiple of the micro-cavity FSR,
as explored in Chapter 3.
There are, however, some significant and novel challenges for these conventional micro-
comb devices. It is pertinent now to understand the conditions required for the generation
of CSs in micro-cavities in order to address some of the fundamental limitations specific-
ally.
The critical parameter in determining the emergent dissipative structure in these systems
is the detuning of the driving field with respect to the central cavity resonance frequency
[110–112]. Specifically, it can be shown that for a focussing nonlinearity the cavity-soliton
region exists only for red-detuned driving fields, whereas Turing patterns can be permitted
at blue-detuned frequencies [81]. Such behaviour can be understood by interpreting the
‘folding-over’ effect that is observed when measuring the intra-cavity power response of a
microresonator as a function of the relative detuning of the driving field, with respect to
the resonance centre (see Fig. 1.3(b)). It can be seen that for effectively red-detuned in-
jected frequencies, due to the nonlinear response, there exists a point of bistability, where
the coupled power has multiple solutions at a single relative frequency. This regime of
coexistence is essential for the formation of CSs, and the role of this detuning parameter
will be highlighted when identifying structured light regimes throughout this thesis.
To trigger the formation of CSs, it is not generally sufficient to simply turn-on the driving
laser. The main technique used involves tuning the frequency of the driving laser into
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the point of CS formation, with a specific speed and direction. This technique has been
quite essential, greatly owing to the large thermo-optical effects, which are significant in
these devices. Due to the the high field enhancement of the microresonator, detrimental
thermo-optical nonlinearities induce a shift in the resonance frequency by affecting the re-
fractive index [113–115]. In order to maintain the proper level of coupling of the external
CW pump laser, a precise tuning has to be implemented to account for the magnitude
and timescale of the thermal effects. In agreement with the predictions of the LLE, these
temporal CS microcombs were found when the injected CW laser was red-detuned with
respect to the cavity resonance frequency [81]. Further to this, the CS is not stable when
formed due to the impact of these thermal effects. To maintain the CS, an active feedback
system is essential. In essence, this lack of stability stems from the sign of the thermal
nonlinearity in silica-based microresonators [116]. The sign of the thermo-optical effect
acts to shift the resonance towards longer wavelengths. As such, intrinsically, any coupled
field cannot thermally ‘lock’ at the red-detuned side of the resonance centre - the region
in which CSs are permitted solutions.
There is a further fundamental limitation regarding the optical efficiency of these devices,
an issue that is quite important in the context of creating compact optical sources. Phys-
ically, the CSs exist in bistability with the soliton state and a homogeneous state (the CW
field), meaning there is always a background field in the cavity. For the case of so-called
bright Lugiato-Lefever microcombs, this background constitutes more than 95 % of the
total optical power, limited by the temporal overlap between the soliton pulse and the
driving field of the CW laser that fills the entire cavity [117]. For portable low-power
sources, improved optical efficiencies will be quite beneficial.
It is important to note that, for a practical OFC - especially in regard to optical atomic
clocks, there must be some agile control of the comb in order to be able to lock comb lines
to an optical source. To control the microcombs of LLE bright-soliton requires complex
methods, with the CW pumping power and frequency being the control parameters. The
CSs are accessible in a limited range, and as such, the control is limited for the realisation
of a microcomb source for applications in optical clocks.
Finally, as already noted, the procedure for starting-up the microcombs systems is complex
and requires a precise procedure to ensure CSs are excited. For all practical laser systems,
it is important for usability that the laser turn-on process is reliable and robust. For the
mature field of mode-locked lasers, elements are specifically integrated to the laser cavity
to ensure the laser can start-up naturally from the off-state. If microcombs are to develop
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into a mature technology, the limitation imposed by the complex start-up procedure will
need to be addressed. In terms of the LLE, the limitation is quite fundamental. Since
CSs exist in a region of bistability between two stable states, it is not possible to have
a self-starting dynamic: this would require an initial instability to grow into a globally
stable state. To progress the field of microcombs towards maturity, novel approaches to
ensure robust self-starting behaviour will need to be developed.
It is clear that these aspects require a significant research effort to solve, and must be over-
come for metrological applications of microcombs and to optical clocks in particular. Since
some limitations are quite fundamental to the conventional microcomb scheme described
by the LLE, it is clear that in order to overcome them, novel approaches must be conceived.
Notably, the latest developments in fully integrated devices have seen soliton microcombs
emerge in self-injection locked (SIL) schemes, where the externally driven microresonator
is coupled, via light back-scattered from the waveguide-microresonator interface, directly
to the driving laser cavity. This SIL approach has yielded battery powered combs [107,
108], and even very recently turn-key combs [118, 119] in which the laser is turned on and
directly enters into the soliton regime. Although promising, the low power output per
comb mode (sub-µW) and the lack of agile comb mode spacing still are significant lim-
itations to optical atomic clock applications. Higher power comb outputs are often then
dominated by thermal instabilities, which destroy the soliton state. A novel approach to
address this issue is the use of an auxiliary CW laser, in addition to the driving field,
which acts to stabilise the system [120]. The added complexity of a two laser system will
inevitably increase the size of any such device, but this approach to stabilisation against
thermal instabilities has been implemented successfully. Towards portable OFC devices
that can completely meet the requirements of optical atomic clocks, further innovation is
certainly required.
1.4 The future of cavity-soliton microcombs?
For inspiration, we can look to progress made in the realm of spatial CSs. Following from
the discovery of spatial CSs, these systems were developed to integrate a gain material
directly into the cavity. It was demonstrated experimentally that by including a gain
medium inside the cavity, it is possible to excite a new class of CSs in a laser [121, 122].
The first prediction of ‘Laser solitons’ dates to works of Rosanov [123] in the early 1990’s.
This new class of solitons, investigated theoretically in the spatial domain, were described
as ‘islands of lasing’ on a non-lasing background. Laser solitons are a distinct class of
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localised pulse, appearing out of spontaneous emission noise in a phase invariant system,
without requiring the presence of an injected driving field. In a waveguide-medium, these
soliton pulses exist within a nonlinear amplifying media and bear no relation to the input
pulse from which they can form, instead, having their shape determined by the parameters
of the medium [124].
Experimentally, Laser CSs were demonstrated in the spatial domain by the groups of
Giudici [121], and of Ackemann [122]. In both cases, a VCSEL acted as the spatially
extended (i.e. a large Fresnel number) nonlinear amplifying media in which the laser CSs
formed. The laser CSs were triggered spontaneously as the emitted power from the gain
material is increased.
These lasers dramatically simplify the generation of CSs as well as improving their overall
robustness. The homogeneous background state here is the trivial, or zero, solution of
the system which implies that all of the energy is contained in the CS itself - a vast
improvement to the inefficiencies of previous systems. The phase-invariant nature of these
pulses also allows for a more simplified and versatile control for writing the CSs into the
system, which would be necessary for a spatial optical buffer.
Following on from their works in spatial laser CSs [121], the group at Nice made the first
experimental demonstration of laser cavity solitons in a temporal context [90].
1.4.1 Temporal laser cavity-solitons
It is interesting to consider whether the key components that enable the generation of
laser cavity-solitons can be translated and applied to the time-domain microresonator-
based system. In principle, directly integrating a gain medium into a nonlinear cavity
should form the base of such a system.
The integration of a gain medium directly into a microresonator is a significantly challen-
ging task, which has seen some attention [125, 126] and constitutes a significant technolo-
gical effort. A more accessible scheme, requiring no such developments, would be to nest
the nonlinear microresonator inside another amplifying fibre cavity. Such a scheme was
proposed by Peccianti et al. in 2012, where a coherent pulsed regime was experimentally
demonstrated [127]. Practically, the system comprises two coupled cavities (Fig. 1.4).
The long main-cavity contains the amplifying gain fibre and any optical control elements
that can be useful for diagnostics and polarisation control. The main-cavity loop is closed
by nesting the microresonator, in add-drop configuration. In operation, the cavity will
then sustain two coupled fields: one in the main-cavity, which experiences gain, and one
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in the microresonator, which is subject to intense nonlinear effects. A well-studied sys-
tem of equations for modelling coupled fields with nonlinearity and gain are the complex
cubic-quartic Gintzberg Landau equations [128]. Indeed, for such a system of equations,
soliton solutions are well-known and as such, this promising scheme constitutes an inter-
esting framework with the potential to revolutionise the field of microcombs: combining
rich physics of multi-mode fibre lasers with the intense nonlinearities of microresonators.
More generally, chip-scale OFC sources have seen much development in the last 15 years
[26]. Besides microresonator-based platforms, semiconductor lasers, electro-optic comb
generators and supercontinuum generators have been receiving much attention. Quantum
cascade lasers (QCLs) are electrically pumped semiconductor lasers which exploit inter-
subband transitions between various layers in an engineered stack, creating multiple levels
of quantum well confinement. With the proper design, a population inversion between
the subbands, which is required for lasing, can be achieved. Such devices have typically
required active approaches to generate pulses, which are typically narrow bandwidth [129].
Very recent results indicate promising potential for cavity-solitons in injected ring-QCLs
[130]. Electro-optic comb generators have highly tunable repetition rates compared with
alternative approaches, although require external broadening and stabilisation to reach
broadband operation [131]. Compared with these other platforms, microresonator-based
OFCs, while excelling in miniature-scale, typically fall short due to their low optical ef-
ficiency and lack of tunability; both of these issues are directly addressed by our novel
approach which will be explored in Chapter 2.
Overall, this thesis sets out to investigate the range of dynamical nonlinear regimes of
this system.
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Figure 1.4: Schematic of the microresonator filtered fibre laser. The main
fibre cavity (black line) contains the dual-pumped Erbium-doped fibre amplifier (EDFA),
a tuneable delay section for adjusting the total optical main-cavity path length, and a
free-space section (red-beam). The free space section allows for practical control over
parameters of the system in the laboratory and contains a beam splitter (BS) for sampling
the intra-cavity field; polarisation control elements (PC) for which we use zero-order half-
and quarter-waveplates to control the polarisation and manage losses; an optical isolator
to ensure unidirectional operation; and a bandpass filter (BPF) which acts to stabilise the
laser operation. The microresonator is nested to close ends of the main-cavity fibres, in a
four-port add-drop filter configuration. Practically, the main-cavity fibres are connected
to some fibre/ waveguide in order to evanescently couple light from the main-cavity to the
microresonator. All fibre components are polarisation-maintaining where possible - the
exception is the short fibres directly coupling onto the microresonator chip.
1.5 Outline of the thesis
Chapter 2 presents the results of investigating the regime of localised pulses: laser cavity-
solitons. This new class of temporal pulses, observed here for the first time, directly
address some of the limitations that have thus far been prevalent in the field of micro-
combs. Experimental results are presented along with a mathematical model for the
microresonator-filtered fibre laser, and a novel approach to controlling the repetition rate
of the microcomb (and as such the spacing of the spectral comb lines) is demonstrated.
The optical efficiency of these laser cavity-soliton microcombs greatly exceeds the state-
of-the-art. The contents of this Chapter have been published in “Laser cavity-soliton
microcombs.” Nature Photonics 13 384-389 (2019) [1]. My contribution here was in the
identification of steady-state soliton solutions with the numerical model and the numerical
fitting of experimental data. I also supported the experiments and the interpretation of
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the data.
Chapter 3 presents an investigation into another regime of pulsed laser operation in the
microresonator-filtered fibre laser system: Turing patterns. The theoretical study of the
system is extended with a comprehensive investigation into the start-up dynamics of the
Turing regime. The cavity settings which determine the mode-spacing of the comb are
explained. Experimentally, the high degree of stability of the spectral comb lines is invest-
igated with a frequency non-uniformity measurement. The contents of this Chapter have
been published in “Turing patterns in a fiber laser with a nested microresonator: Robust
and controllable microcomb generation” Physical Review Research - 2, 023395 (2020) [2].
My contribution here was in supporting the experimental activities, interpretation of the
data, and the numerical fitting, as well as contributing to writing the manuscript.
Chapter 4 utilises a micro-rod whispering gallery mode resonator, with a very high Q-
factor, in the microresonator-filtered fibre laser configuration. The strong thermo-optical
nonlinearity of the microresonator in this setup is investigated and a novel self-pulsing
operation is revealed. This study presents evidence of the dynamical role played by the
thermal nonlinearity in this system. The contents of this Chapter have been published in
“Thermo-optical pulsing in a microresonator filtered fiber-laser: a route towards all-optical
control and synchronization.” Optics Express 27, 19242-19254 (2019) [3]. For this work, I
devised and conducted the experiment, performed the analysis, and wrote the manuscript.
The work presented in Chapter 5 builds upon the results of previous chapters to con-
duct an in-depth study into the laser cavity-soliton regime of the microresonator-filtered
fibre laser. Here, the global conditions of the laser are examined to extensively map the
cavity parameter space. Evidence supporting an additional mechanism to support the
robust soliton state is presented. The spontaneous start-up mechanisms which govern the
emergence of laser-cavity solitons from the laser off-state are investigated by real-time
dispersive Fourier-transform measurement. The results pave the way towards a genuinely
portable and robust microcomb laser. For the works in this Chapter, I have devised and




Micro-cavity-based frequency combs, or ‘microcombs’ [57, 58], have enabled many funda-
mental breakthroughs [74, 81, 91, 102, 132–146] through the discovery of temporal cavity-
solitons. These self-localised waves, described by the Lugiato-Lefever equation [147], are
sustained by a background of radiation usually containing 95 % of the total power [117].
Simple methods for their efficient generation and control are currently being investigated
to finally establish microcombs as out-of-the-lab tools [148]. Here, we demonstrate mi-
crocomb laser cavity-solitons. Laser cavity-solitons are intrinsically background-free and
have underpinned key breakthroughs in semiconductor lasers [90, 121, 122, 147, 149]. By
merging their properties with the physics of multimode systems [150], we provide a new
paradigm for soliton generation and control in microcavities. We demonstrate 50 nm-wide
bright soliton combs induced at average powers more than one order of magnitude lower
than the Lugiato-Lefever soliton power threshold [147], measuring a mode efficiency of
75 % versus the theoretical limit of 5 % for bright Lugiato-Lefever solitons [117]. Finally,
we can tune the repetition rate by well over a mega-hertz without any active feedback.
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2.1 Introduction
Optical frequency combs based on microcavity resonators, also called ‘microcombs’, offer
the promise of achieving the full capability of their bulk counterparts, yet in an integrated
footprint [57, 58]. They have enabled major breakthroughs in spectroscopy [132, 133],
communications [134, 135], microwave photonics [136], frequency synthesis [137], optical
ranging [138, 139], quantum sources [140, 141], metrology [102, 142] and astro-combs [143,
144].
Of particular importance has been the discovery of temporal cavity-solitons in microcav-
ities [74, 81, 91, 145, 146]. Temporal cavity-solitons [58, 74, 81, 91, 117, 145–147] are
an important example of dissipative solitons - self-confined waves balancing dispersion
with the nonlinear phase shift in lossy systems [85]. Practical applications of these pulses
for microcombs, however, still face significant challenges. In particular, they achieve a
limited ‘mode efficiency’, defined as the fraction of optical power residing in the comb
modes other than the most powerful one. Solitons in microcavities exist as localised states
upon a background, usually a continuous wave (CW) [58, 74, 81, 91, 117, 145–147], which
results in a dominant mode in the comb spectrum. In this configuration, described by the
well known Lugiato-Lefever equation, bright solitons have a mode efficiency theoretically
bounded to 5 % [117], limiting the efficiency of state-of-the-art microcombs based on this
operating principle [58, 107, 117, 148].
Furthermore, controlling their fundamental parameters, such as repetition rate, has posed
a challenge. Currently, tuning the repetition rate either requires complex methods in-
volving fast detection, microwave signal processing and fast cavity actuation, or novel
approaches such as pulsed [105, 144] or counter-propagating [151] pumping, or heterodyn-
ing with coupled microresonators [152]. Finding a solution to these fundamental issues
has attracted significant research effort [107, 148].
Here, we demonstrate a distinct class of solitary pulses in microcombs - temporal ‘laser’
cavity-solitons - that directly addresses these challenges. Laser cavity-solitons [90, 121,
122, 147, 149] have been largely studied in spatial configurations such as semiconductor
lasers [122], where they have enabled breakthroughs such as all-optical reconfigurable
memories [149]. More recently, they have been observed in both temporal [90] and spatio-
temporal [153] contexts. They are fundamentally different to externally driven cavity-
solitons, which are sustained by the energy of the pumping background. Laser cavity-
solitons, in contrast, receive energy directly from the gain of the lasing medium. As a
result, they exist without any background light and are intrinsically the most energy-
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efficient class of cavity-solitons.
By nesting a Kerr microresonator in a fibre loop with gain, we harvest the intrinsic cap-
ability of laser cavity-solitons, demonstrating that they can be used to achieve highly
efficient, broadband microcomb generation. We excite bright solitons having a bandwidth
of more than 50 nm, using average powers less than 6 % of the threshold for Lugiato-
Lefever solitons in an equivalent resonator. Our background-free solitons have a mode
efficiency of 75 %, with a theoretical maximum predicted to be 96 %. Furthermore, by
exploring the properties of multimode systems, recently investigated for spatio-temporal
mode-locking [150] and spatial beam self-cleaning [154], we show that the repetition rate
of our pulses can be adjusted by reconfiguring simple parameters such as the laser cavity
length. Without the use of an active control, we succeed in modifying their repetition rate
by more than a megahertz.
2.2 Theoretical model
The principle of operation is shown in Fig. 2.1(a). A nonlinear micro-cavity (Cavity (a))
is embedded within a longer amplifying fibre cavity (Cavity (b)). The pulse propagating
in the fibre loop, spectrally limited by the laser-gain bandwidth, sustains in the micro-
cavity the existence of a pulse, which is broadened by the Kerr nonlinearity over the gain
bandwidth [122, 155]. This architecture is inspired by the concept of a filter-driven four-
wave mixing laser [127]. Our present analysis allows us to define the solitary state existence
and understand the nature of previous observations [58, 127, 156]. In particular, we show
that the relative position of the oscillating modes within the micro-cavity resonances is
critical to realise this new class of broadband solitary pulses.
Temporal cavity-solitons can be effectively modelled using mean-field approaches, such
as the Lugiato-Lefever equation [74], where the field in the micro-cavity is described as a
pulse propagating in time, along with a spatial coordinate periodically looped within the
microresonator length. Here, we build a set of multi-component (or ‘vectorial’) laser mean-
field equations [150, 154] by coupling together the micro-cavity field with the main-cavity
‘super-mode’ fields. A super-mode is an optical radiation formed by a set of equally spaced
modes of the main cavity, whose relative spacing (in frequency) is set by the micro-cavity
free-spectral range (FSR) Fa. Quantitatively, the mth resonance f
(b)
m of a super-mode can
be linked to the micro-cavity resonances f
(a)
m by the relation
f (b)m = f
(a)
m − (∆− q −mδ)Fb (2.1)
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Figure 2.1: Principle of operation of microcomb laser cavity-soliton formation.
(a) A short pulse (green) propagates in the micro-cavity (blue) sustained by a longer pulse
(red) and a weak higher-order ‘super-mode pulse’ (purple) in the amplifying loop (yellow).
This depicts the fundamental operation of a single soliton per cavity. (b) Cold-cavity
spectral distribution. Micro-cavity resonances are depicted in green, amplifying-cavity
resonances are in black, with leading and first-order super-modes highlighted in red and
purple, respectively. The normalised frequency offset between the central frequency of the
leading super-mode and the micro-cavity resonance is ∆; similarly, the frequency offset
is ∆ − 1 for the central frequency of the first-order super-mode. In the convention used
here and in Eq. 2.1, the positive values of ∆ correspond to a leading order super-mode
red-detuned with respect to the micro-cavity resonances. The variable δ is the normalised
FSR detuning, appearing when the two cavities are not commensurate.
where Fb is the main-cavity FSR and q is an integer defining the order of the super-mode
(Fig. 2.1). In general, the q-order super-mode is frequency-detuned with respect to the
micro-cavity resonance by (∆ − q)Fb, where ∆ is the cavity-frequency offset, normalised
against Fb. The key features of the laser are determined by the leading-order super-
mode, defined for q = 0, which possesses the largest spectral overlap with the micro-
cavity resonances. Higher-order super-modes (q 6= 0) typically experience greater coupling
losses. Because Fb is not necessarily an integer divisor of Fa, we introduce the variable
δ, normalised against Fb and representing the FSR detuning. Two numerical examples
of linear and solitary propagation are reported in Fig. 2.2. We use a spatial coordinate
periodically closed over the micro-cavity length because the temporal waveform of every
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super-mode is periodic with the micro-cavity round-trip time Ta, with a period slightly
detuned by δ (Eq. 2.1). Parameters ∆− q and δ play the role of the frequency and group
velocity mismatches between the micro-cavity and super-mode fields. A key property of
solitary waves in vectorial equations, also recently shown for spatio-temporal mode-locking
[150], is that all the coupled fields ‘lock’ to a single group velocity (or repetition rate
detuning) v (Fig. 2.2(a,b)) and carrier frequency offset φ (Fig. 2.2(c)). Practically, the




f (S)n = f
(a)
n + (φ− nv)Fb (2.2)
Parameters φ and v are dictated by ∆ and δ, together with the normalised saturated gain
g.
The main features of the laser can be obtained by a simple mean-field model that, in its
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where a and bq are the optical field envelopes for the microresonator and amplifying cav-
ities, respectively, and are expressed as a function of the normalised propagation time
t and space coordinate x. Here, we have considered a generic interaction with 2N + 1
super-modes bq, for |q| ≤ N ; the mode with q = 0 corresponds to the leading mode. Note
that every super-mode bq is directly coupled with all the other super-modes by the term∑N
p=−N bp, where p is an auxiliary index.
The time t accounts for the propagation over different round-trips and is normalised against
the main-cavity round-trip Tb = 1/Fb = 12.5 ns. The space coordinate x, defined for
|x| < 1/2, is associated to the frame moving with the pulse and is normalised against the
microcavity round-trip length, which corresponds to a round-trip time Ta = 1/Fa =20 ps.
The left- and right-hand sides of the equations contain the conservative and dissipative
terms: ζ(a,b) > 0,∆ and δ are the normalised coefficients for the cavity (anomalous) dis-
persions, the cavity-frequency offset and the group velocity mismatch. The latter term
considers the effective FSR detuning between the two cavities as in Eq. 2.1; κ, g and σ
represent the coupling, saturated gain, and bandwidth of the spectral filtering, respect-
ively.
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Specifically, the normalised coupling parameter is κ = π∆FATb ≈ 2π, being the microcav-
Figure 2.2: Theoretical propagation of linear and solitary pulses. The micro-
cavity and gain cavity have a group velocity mismatch of δ = 0.03. In these examples
we used ∆ = 0.47 and g = 0.14. The number of super-modes used in the simulations is
61, as defined in Eqs. 2.3 and 2.4. (a) Evolution of the micro-cavity and multi-modal
amplifying-cavity fields in the linear case, in normalised units (n.u.). The quantities in
the upper and lower panels are the overall field intensities in the two cavities |a(t, x)|2 and∑N
−N |bq(t, x)|2 (with reference to Eqs. 2.3 and 2.4). The group velocity of the fields is
better shown in the insets, where the direction of the field is marked with an arrow. The
mismatch between such group velocities causes a periodical decoupling of the fields. (b)
Solitary propagation: both fields lock to the same group velocity v. (c) Equivalent spectral
distribution of the super-modes within a resonance of the micro-cavity. Such a spectrum,
for the linear case (orange), highlights the presence of several frequency components, one
for every super-mode with frequency offset ∆ − q. In the case of solitary propagation
(blue), conversely, all the modes lock to the frequency φ.
ity linewidth ∆FA approximately twice the FSR of the main cavity (in the experimental
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condition). The normalised dispersions are ζ(a,b) = −β(a,b)ν(a,b)Tb/T 2a , where ν(a,b) and
β(a,b) are the group velocities and group velocity dispersions of the two cavities, respect-
ively. In the simulations, we used ζa = 1.25× 10−4 and ζb = 3.50× 10−4, obtained with
|βa| ≈ −20 ps2 km−1 and |βb| ≈ −60 ps2 km−1 (within our experimental constraints). We
used a gain bandwidth σ = (2πTa∆FF )
−2 ≈ 1.5× 10−4, based on a 650 GHz intracavity
spectral filter. The gain g, considered as the saturated gain of the amplifier, is normalised
against the main-cavity length and, together with ∆ and δ in Eq. 2.1, is an adjustable
parameter in our numerical data sets.
The stationary states are defined as a(t, x) = aS(x − vt) exp[−2πiφt], b(t, x) = bq,S(x −
vt) exp[−2πiφt], where the normalised frequency offset φ and the normalised velocity v
are as in Eq. 2.2. Solitary solutions are found by numerical continuation considering 11
super-modes (that is, with N = 5), while stability is investigated with linear perturbation
analysis and propagation considering 61 super-modes (that is, with N = 30).
2.3 Experimental results
Figure 2.3 reports the experimental setup. To characterise the microcomb, we use its
optical spectrum, the temporal autocorrelation obtained with a second harmonic non-
collinear autocorrelator, and the radio-frequency spectrum of the intensity, that allow us
to evaluate the quality of the laser amplitude. We used intra-cavity laser-scanning spec-
troscopy [157] (Figs. 2.3 and 2.4(b,d,f)) to measure the frequency of the oscillating modes
and their position within the micro-cavity resonance, obtaining important insights into
the solitary nature of the solution. The laser-scanning spectroscopy measurement enables
us to extract highly accurate information on the position of the microcomb lines, which is
obtained by beating the microcomb with an external scanning CW laser. Such a CW laser
is swept in time and its beating with the microcomb is read on an oscilloscope, providing
the position of the comb lines. The axis of the oscilloscope is calibrated by beating the
scanning CW laser against a reference comb [157]. The scanning laser is also propagated
in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer, with an FSR of ∼6.95 MHz, to provide an accuracy
on the frequency scale below the MHz level. This approach allows extracting, with high
accuracy, the frequency distances between the microcomb lines.
To gain information on their relative position with respect to the microresonator reson-
ances, the CW scanning laser can be coupled directly into the microresonator, as in Ref.
[157], where this same approach was used in an external pumping microcomb configur-
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Figure 2.3: Experimental setup for microcomb cavity-solitons’ generation and
laser-scanning spectroscopy detection of a hot resonator. The setup is composed
of a nonlinear microresonator, an erbium-ytterbium co-doped fibre amplifier (EYDFA), an
optical isolator, an optical bandpass filter (BPF), a tunable delay line, a half-wave plate
(λ/2), a polarising beam splitter (PBS) and two optical collimators (OCs). The output
signals from the rejection port of the polarising beam splitter were detected with an optical
spectrum analyser (OSA), an autocorrelator, and a fast photodetector (PD) connected to
an oscilloscope. For the laser-scanning spectroscopy, a scanning CW laser was split into
three signals, S1, S2, and S3. S1 was used to probe the resonances’ profile and oscillating
microcomb lines in the hot microresonator, while S2 and S3 were simultaneously used
to perform frequency calibration. This was achieved by beating the external CW source
with a reference comb (Menlo Systems, 250 MHz repetition rate). The resulting signal
was passed through a radio-frequency bandpass filter (RF-BPF) before detection. In this
way, it was possible to generate a set of calibration markers with a spacing of ∼250 MHz.
We created an additional set of finer markers by coupling the signal S2 to an unbalanced
Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) with an FSR of ∼6.95 MHz.
ation. In our case, the CW laser cannot be propagated together with the microcomb,
because it would be also injected into the amplifier, destabilising the system. For this
reason, we characterise the small backscattered signal in the microresonator, which is
expected to be equivalent to the microcomb oscillation. To achieve this, the CW scan-
ning laser is coupled counter-propagating within the micro-cavity, as shown in Fig. 2.3.
The measurements of laser cavity-soliton microcombs at different intra-cavity powers are
presented in Fig. 2.4(a-f). The spectra exhibit a bandwidth of up to 50 nm - comparable






















































































































































































































Figure 2.4: Temporal laser cavity-soliton measurement. (a) Soliton generation, for
two equidistant solitons per round-trip. The intra-cavity power at the output of the amp-
lifier is 100 mW and at the output of the micro-cavity is 20 mW. Spectrum (in logarithmic
scale) and autocorrelation (A-corr, left inset) with measurements (blue) and theoretical
solitary state (red). Fit parameters are ∆ = 0.49 and g = 0.1, resulting in φ = −0.475,
corresponding to a red-shifted frequency of 35 MHz (Eq. 2.2). Right inset: theoretical
intensity. (b) Intra-cavity spectrum (blue), showing within each micro-cavity resonance
the lasing modes (red dots, red-shifted by ∼32 MHz from the resonance centre). The three
plots correspond to the wavelengths highlighted in (a) by coloured shading. (c, d) The
same measurements at higher fibre gain for two equidistant solitons per round-trip, leading
to a 150 mW intra-cavity power at the output of the amplifier and 30 mW at the output of
the ring. Here, ∆ = 0.47 and g = 0.14, with φ = −0.474. (e, f) The same measurements
for three solitons per round-trip. The intra-cavity power is the same as in case (c,d). Here,
∆ = 0.49 and g = 0.11, with φ = −0.474. The autocorrelation shows that the solitons are
not equidistant, highlighting the localised nature of the solution.
145] - and, together with the corresponding autocorrelations (Fig. 2.4(a,c,e) and inset),
are in excellent agreement with theory.
The spectrum of the stationary states, found using the model described in Eqs. 2.3 and
2.4, can take the form of a classical sech-like, triangular shape, as in the cases shown in
Fig. 2.4(a,b). Different spectral shapes are, however, possible. For instance, the spectrum
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in Fig. 2.4(c,d) shows lateral wings. This feature can be qualitatively related to the MI
on the peak of the pulse, shown in the theoretical pulses depicted in the right inset in Fig.
2.4(c).
In general, the bandwidth of the soliton increases with the gain. This can be seen by
comparing the experiments in Fig. 2.4(a-d). Both measurements feature two solitons per
cavity. The experiments in Fig. 2.4(c,d) have been performed at higher fibre gain and the
soliton has a larger bandwidth. The measurement in Fig. 2.4(e,f) has the same intracavity
power as in Fig. 2.4(c,d), although it highlights the presence of three solitons in the cavity.
Because there is an additional soliton in the cavity, the energy per soliton is lower than
the case in Fig. 2.4(c,d), leading to a narrower spectrum.
The theoretical normalised soliton frequency in Fig. 2.4(a,b) is φ = −0.475, corresponding
to a red-shifted frequency of 36 MHz. This value can be calculated with Eq. 2.2 using the
FSR of the main-cavity, Fb = 77 MHz. The calculated red-shifted frequency is in excellent
agreement with the lasing mode measured by intracavity laser-scanning spectroscopy in
Fig. 2.4(b), which is red-shifted by ∼32 MHz from the centre of the microcavity resonance.
Similar agreement is also obtained for the measurements displayed in Fig. 2.4(c-f).
A bistable system can display both localised and non-localised coherent waves [147].
Solitons are localised states that can appear in groups of non-equidistant pulses, such
as the triplet seen in Fig. 2.4(e-f). The stability of their tails requires stability of the
background, which is theoretically expected for oscillating modes that are red-detuned
with respect to the micro-cavity resonance (Fig. 2.7(a)). These facts are in excellent
agreement with the measurements shown in Fig. 2.4(b,d,f). We attribute the small, blue
detuned mode found only in the central resonance to a perturbation on the soliton tails,
against which localised pulses are robust.
This measurement allows us to highlight another difference of our system supporting
laser cavity-solitons with respect to the Lugiato-Lefever system. As observed before, the
Lugiato-Lefever equation is a driven system. All the waveforms in the microcavity are
necessarily locked to the frequency of the input laser, both for solitons and perturbations.
Because our system is homogeneous, conversely, the oscillating frequency is a characteristic
of the solution. Solitons and their perturbations have, for this reason, different frequencies.
To better explain this point, here we report a numerical example where we inject into the
system a waveform consisting of two or three solitons, as observed for the experiments in
Fig. 2.4. We tested the propagation of the calculated solution which matches the exper-
iments for ∆ = 0.49, g = 0.1; for ∆ = 0.47, g = 0.14; and finally, for ∆ = 0.49, g = 0.11
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corresponding to the cases of Fig. 2.4(a), (c), and (e) respectively. The propagations are
reported in Fig. 2.5(a), (d), and (g) to better visualise the low energy component of the
solution.
Figure 2.5(b), (e), and (h) report an evaluation of the effective propagating frequency
(normalised, as the detuning ∆, against the main-cavity FSR) at the peak (x = −0.25,
blue line) and at the minimum (x = −0.5, orange line) of the propagating intensity. Such a
spectrum is calculated as the Fourier transform 1 along the propagating slow axis t at those
specific x. The frequency axis ξ is centred along the soliton frequency φ. This approach
reveals the radio-frequency spectrum of the solution and it is also used for the examples
of Fig. 2.1, allowing to visualise the presence of unlocked higher-order super-modes.
Here, the numerical analysis shows that, in both cases, injecting the stationary states into
the system also excited a very small background. The unlocked high-order super-modes
are found in such a background, while are absent on the peak of the solitons. Although
such a background fades away in propagation because the solitons are stable in such a
range of parameters, this analysis shows that the perturbations of the background can
coexist with solitary propagation. Very interestingly, this calculation also highlights that
the solitary states are very robust to perturbations on their tails.
Because such unlocked components are excited around the cold cavity frequency of the
leading order mode (ξ = −0.05) and first-order (ξ = −1), which are the two domin-
ating super-modes of the interaction, we could find a direct frequency match with the
experimentally observed radio-frequency spectrum and laser-scanning spectroscopy meas-
urement. Considering that the frequency axis ξ is normalised against the main-cavity FSR
Fb =77 MHz, the cold cavity frequency of the leading order mode (ξ = −0.05) and first
order (ξ = −1) mode correspond to approximately 4 MHz and 77 MHz respectively.
The weak beat-notes in the radio-frequency spectrum can be then attributed to a perturb-
ation of the background. Such a perturbation has frequency components well distinct by
the soliton frequency. Specifically, in our experimental cases, we found a perturbation on
the first order super-mode (−20 dB component at 77 MHz in Fig. 2.5(c), (f), and (i)). This
perturbation is also visible in the laser-scanning spectroscopy measurement which reveals
a small, blue-detuned frequency found in the central resonances, yet absent in the comb
wings of Fig. 2.4(b),(d), and (f). Figure 2.5(f) also shows the presence of a perturbation
on the leading order super-mode (−20 dB component at 6 MHz). Conversely to the red-
detuned solitons, coherent patterns are non-localised, periodic waves that fill the entire
1Formally, ã(ξ, x) =
∫
a(t, x) exp[−2iπξt]dt where ξ is the propagation (slow) frequency axis.
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Figure 2.5: Experimental propagation of soliton pulses. Here, ζa =
1.25× 10−4, σ = 1.5× 10−4, κ = 2π. We have ∆ = 0.49, g = 0.1; ∆ = 0.47, g = 0.14;
and ∆ = 0.49, g = 0.11 for (a-c); (d-f), and (g-i), respectively. (a) Propagation of two
soliton pulses, the intensity is displayed in false colours and logarithmic scale to better
visualise the spectrum low energy components. (b) Slow temporal scale (radio-frequency)
spectra obtained as the Fourier transform ã(ξ, x0) =
∫
a(t, x0)e
−2πξtdt of the propagating
solution at the peak (blue, x0 = −0.25) and at the tail (orange, x0 = −0.5) of the pulse
along the propagating time axis. Note that the spectra are normalised to obtain a max-
imum at 0 dB. The frequency axis is normalised with respect to the main-cavity FSR.
(c) Comparison of the experimental radio-frequency spectrum (blue) with the background
radio-frequency spectrum calculated in the simulations as ã(ξ, x0) =
∫
|a(t, x0)|2e−2πξtdt.
cavity. Type I and II combs in the Lugiato-Lefever system [58] are characteristic examples
of patterns that typically have a narrower bandwidth than solitons. Earlier observations
[58, 127, 156, 158], limited to picosecond pulse durations and displaying type I [156] and II
[158] comb shapes, are consistent with this picture. Furthermore, laser-scanning spectro-
scopy measurements [158] on these types of pulses reveal blue-detuned modes, for which
the theory forbids stable solitons while allowing patterns originating from the modula-
tional instability of the background state [147].
Figure 2.6 reports a set of stable, coherent states with a narrower spectral bandwidth.
This kind of state can be obtained in the same setup used for generating solitons. To
reproduce the experimental conditions of Refs. [127, 156], which employed a narrower
passband filter in the setup, we used a passband filter with a 6 nm bandwidth. Similar
to Ref. [156], we observe states at multiples of the repetition rate, with comb lines from
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Figure 2.6: Stable non-localised states. Coherent state obtained with a setup similar
to that of Refs. [127, 156]. States with different FSR are obtained by adjusting the cavity
length with a similar procedure to that used in Refs. [156, 158]. (a) Optical spectrum,
autocorrelation (left inset) and radio-frequency spectrum (right inset) of a coherent state
at repetition rate equivalent to a single microring FSR (approximately 50 GHz). (b) Laser-
scanning spectroscopy measurement for the most powerful spectral line, marked by a green
line in panel (a). The measurement clearly shows a blue-detuned oscillation (c, d) Same
measurement as in (a,b), for a coherent state at the repetition rate twice the microring
FSR (approximately 100 GHz). (g,h) Same measurement as in (a,b), for a coherent state
at a repetition rate equivalent to four-times the microring FSR (approximately 200 GHz).
one to four FSRs apart. Such states have been obtained for different main-cavity lengths,
with a similar procedure to Refs. [156, 158]. The autocorrelation shows a very low back-
ground which, together with the clean radio-frequency spectrum, indicates the coherence
of the state. The intracavity laser-scanning spectroscopy of the most powerful, central
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lines shows that they oscillate in a blue-detuned position with respect to the microcavity
resonance. A more detailed analysis of these non-localised states is presented in Chapter
3.
Our experiments demonstrate the inherently higher efficiency of laser cavity-solitons
compared to Lugiato-Lefever solitons, which feature a dominant comb mode (located at
the pump wavelength) comprising the energy of the CW background (Fig. 2.7(b,c)). For
Luigato-Lefever solitons, the mode efficiency has a theoretical limit of 5 % and 50 % for
bright and dark solitons, respectively [117]. Our mode efficiency in the experiments of
Fig. 2.4 is greater than 75 % for bright solitons. Furthermore, we theoretically predict
a maximum mode efficiency of 96 % for bright laser cavity-solitons. This contrasts with
state-of-the-art devices based on bright Lugiato-Lefever solitons, which have mode effi-
ciencies on the order of 1.6 % to 5 % (refs. [107, 117]). Lugiato-Lefever solitons feature a
minimum power excitation threshold above which the Kerr nonlinearity induces bistabil-
ity, yielding the two CW states necessary for the solitons existence (Fig. 2.7). Our laser
cavity-solitons, in contrast, require a zero background with a single CW state and exist
below the Kerr bistability threshold. By comparing experiments with theory, we find that
the peak powers injected into the micro-cavity are, in our case, below 50 % of the input
power threshold of a Lugiato-Lefever soliton for the same microresonator. Because our
injected field is pulsed, the input average power to the microresonator is less than 6 % of
this threshold power.





the numerical fitting in Fig. 2.4(a) and 2.4(b) is 3.1 and 3.8 for the two cases, respectively.
Compared to the formation threshold of Lugiato-Lefever bright solitons 8/(3
√
3)κ2 = 60.8,
they represent a fractional power of 5.1 % and 6.3 %, respectively. To demonstrate the cap-
ability of changing the soliton repetition rate using simple methods, we varied the main-
cavity FSR detuning δ with a delay line that modified the fibre cavity length and, hence,
the mode spacing Fb. Gain and loss were also adjusted to maintain the solitary state.
Figure 2.8 shows the variations in the repetition rate for the three cases (Fig. 2.8(a)).
We measured the frequency position of the comb modes against the mode number using
laser-scanning spectroscopy. We then calculated the best fit for the first case (comb 1) and
subtracted the frequency positions for the three cases, obtaining the residual frequency
versus mode number in Fig. 2.8(b). This shows a change in the repetition rate of over a
megahertz. The theoretical results (Fig. 2.8(c)) demonstrate that, by changing δ within
the experimentally achievable range, the soliton stability is maintained while its velocity
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Figure 2.7: Temporal laser cavity-soliton and Lugiato-Lefever cavity-soliton
comparison. (a) Plot of laser cavity-soliton input field peak power versus normalised
offset ∆, calculated for various gain values (g = 0.05 to 0.14 for plots from purple to
green). Thick lines mark the stable self-localised solutions, both in the main graph and the
inset, where the soliton frequency φ is reported. Note that negative values of φ correspond
to frequencies red-shifted with respect to the micro-cavity centre, in agreement with the
experiments. The grey area marks the region of existence for Lugiato-Lefever bright
solitons. (b) Intensity profile on the micro-cavity for a laser cavity-soliton (∆ = 0.47 and
g = 0.14, blue line) and a Lugiato-Lefever cavity-soliton at the power threshold (orange
line), highlighting the presence of a strong background in the latter case. (c) Spectrum of
the theoretical cases in (b). The strong background of the Lugiato-Lefever cavity-soliton
results in a dominant comb mode at the centre of the spectrum. Laser cavity-soliton lines
generally possess a higher power spectral density.
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is modified, thus varying the repetition rate.
We achieved these localised states by manual adjustment of the fibre cavity parameters,
such as cavity length, gain current and polarisation losses, in a similar fashion to passively
mode-locked lasers. This approach enables the use of versatile methods, such as genetic
algorithms, that have been instrumental in achieving adaptive control of the soliton prop-
erties and self-starting operation in passive mode-locking [159].
In conclusion, we report the observation of temporal laser cavity-solitons in optical micro-
combs. Our results merge the rich physics of optical Kerr microcombs and their ability
to generate large bandwidths with the unique properties of laser cavity-solitons and mul-
timode systems. In contrast to conventional coherently driven cavity-solitons, this new
class of cavity-solitons is intrinsically background-free, making them extremely energy ef-
ficient. Furthermore, thanks to a tailored two-cavity configuration, crucial properties such
as the repetition rate, can be controlled with simple elements such as a delay line. Such
critical control of these properties is more akin to the control elements of conventional
OFC sources. Compared to these tabletop devices, which consume more than 500 W and
have repetition rates in the range of 250 MHz, microcombs look to provide a much more
portable solution. Practically, a microcomb repetition rate in the range of 10 GHz is de-
sirable for electronic detection, and such sources have indeed been successfully fabricated.
Future work will be done to demonstrate the stability of laser cavity-solitons. Laser cavity-
solitons represent a new and powerful mode of operation for microcombs, offering many
advantages that will help these devices to move out of the laboratory towards real-world
applications.
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Figure 2.8: Control of the repetition rate of temporal laser cavity-solitons.
(a) Specta for three combs as the fibre cavity length is changed within a broad range
of 150 µm. Gain and losses have been readjusted to maintain the solitary state showing
two equidistant solitons per round-trip. Intra-cavity powers are 20 (blue), 25 (orange),
and 30 mW (black), respectively. (b) Residual frequency shift against mode number with
respect to the best fit for the comb 1 case (blue). Error bars are defined as the size
(10 %–90 %) of the slope associated to the Hilbert transform phase in the laser-scanning
spectroscopy interferogram. Combs 2 and 3 show a change in FSR and, hence, repetition
rate variations of 1.9 MHz and 3.2 MHz with respect to comb 1. (c) Calculated propagation
of a stationary solitary solution when ∆ = 0.49 and g = 0.1, for δ = 0, 0.01 and 0.02. The
solitary wave is maintained in all three cases.
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Chapter 3
Turing Patterns in a
microresonator-filtered fibre laser:
robust and controllable microcomb
generation
Microcombs based on Turing patterns have been extensively studied in configurations that
can be modelled by the Lugiato-Lefever equation. Typically, such schemes are implemen-
ted experimentally by resonant coupling of a continuous wave laser to a Kerr micro-cavity
in order to generate highly coherent and robust waves. Here, we study the formation of
such patterns in a system comprised of a micro-resonator nested in an amplifying laser
cavity, a scheme recently used to demonstrate laser cavity-solitons with high optical effi-
ciency and easy repetition rate control. Utilising this concept, we study different regimes
of Turing patterns, unveiling their formation dynamics and demonstrating their control-
lability and robustness. By conducting a comprehensive modulational instability study
with a mean-field model of the system, we explain the pattern formation in terms of its
evolution from background noise, paving the way towards complete self-starting opera-
tion. Our theoretical and experimental study provides a clear pathway for repetition rate
control of these waves over both fine (megahertz) and large (gigahertz) scales, featuring a
fractional frequency non-uniformity better than 7.4× 10−14 with a 100 ms time gate and
without the need for active stabilisation.
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3.1 Introduction
The formation of patterns in nonlinear dissipative systems is ubiquitous in nature [147].
The emergence of such self-organised periodic patterns on top of a homogeneous back-
ground, which was pioneered by Alan Turing, as been observed and investigated in many
realms of science including chemistry, biology, and statistical mechanics [68, 147].
In particular, with regard to optics, patterns in nonlinear dissipative systems have been
studied in both the spatial and temporal domains [73–75, 82, 90, 91, 160–166]. The tem-
poral study of such patterns in bistable optical systems [74, 82, 90, 91, 165, 166] has
received increasing attention in the last decade, in part due to the strong drive to develop
optical frequency combs based on micro-cavities [57, 58, 105, 107, 120, 167–172], referred
to as ‘microcombs’. Typical implementations of such microcombs sources involve extern-
ally driving a nonlinear Kerr cavity with a continuous wave (CW) laser. This scheme has
also emerged as an interesting scenario to study nonlinear systems far from equilibrium
[76], where localised states such as cavity solitons, or the modulational instability (MI)
of homogeneous states, can appear [168]. This configuration has been extensively studied
theoretically and can be efficiently modelled with the Lugiato-Lefever equation [73, 112].
Bistable systems, in general, sustain different types of waveforms [147]. Of particular in-
terest for microcombs are localised pulses, namely soliton, as well as periodic waveforms,
usually referred to as patterns, Turing rolls, or cnoidal waves. Solitons are localised waves
that can appear as either single or multiple pulses. Because these pulses are highly con-
fined in time, solitons can achieve broad and smooth spectra and have, as such, been of
significant interest to the microcomb community for applications in spectroscopy, optical
ranging, and communications [102, 132–137, 139, 173, 174]. On the other hand, patterns
are non-localised waves which, in contrast to solitons, are periodic within the cavity space
and, in general, achieve fewer optical frequency modes. Nonetheless, the intrinsic nature of
periodic waves leads to patterns that exhibit a more robust type of phase-locking and, for
this reason, they are better suited to applications that require high-quality mode-locking
of a high repetition rate source, such as pure micro-wave Terahertz generation or low-noise
ultrafast telecommunications [83, 135, 175, 176].
Turing rolls can appear in Lugiato-Lefever systems that are pumped in either the normal
or the anomalous dispersion regime [58, 73, 111, 147]. These different cases have an ef-
fect on the transition from Turing patterns to higher complex nonlinear regimes and/ or
to spatio-temporal chaos. Anomalous dispersion configurations, for instance, are known
for being prone to a limited regime of stability for Turing patterns. The transition to
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spatio-temporal chaos has been recently studied in the monostable regime of the Lugiato-
Lefever equation, highlighting the evolution of the states into a turbulent regime [177].
The transition to chaos, in general, is what limits the maximum conversion efficiency of
the system. In the normal dispersion regime, local mode hybridisation has been imple-
mented to enhance the pump conversion efficiency by increasing the region of existence of
the Turing patterns, thus avoiding the emergence of sub-combs [175]. This technique has
demonstrated combs with a fractional frequency non-uniformity measured at 7.3× 10−14
with a 1 second time gate, and allows one to design a sample that produces an oscillator
with a single, well defined repetition rate.
Looking more generally at alternative approaches for microcomb generation, we intro-
duced a scheme based on nesting a high-Q, nonlinear micro-cavity into an amplifying fibre
loop [127, 158, 178]. Such a scheme allows for coherent pulsed states [127, 158] and,
as recently demonstrated, also sustains a class of temporal cavity-solitons, namely laser
cavity-solitons [1]. Microcomb laser cavity-solitons are intrinsically background-free bright
solitons, with a mode-efficiency exceeding 96 %, compared to the theoretical limit of 5 %
for bright Lugiato-Lefever solitons. Remarkably, these solitons are reconfigurable in terms
of repetition rate by simply acting on the cavity length of the fibre loop.
Here, we focus our attention on a different set of solutions of this laser: non-localised
Turing pattern waves. Revisiting our original results for stable pulsed solutions [127] and
implementing a comprehensive mean-field model, in conjunction with our new measure-
ments, we explain the generation dynamics of these waves via a MI process. We examine
the range of parameters for which it is possible to select the repetition rate, for some mul-
tiple of the micro-cavity FSR [156], and show that it can in fact be continuously tuned by
up to 10 MHz. Finally, we demonstrate extremely robust and high-quality mode-locking,
obtaining a repetition rate frequency variation well below the Hertz level, making such
patterns particularly attractive for the generation of ultra-stable micro-wave sources. Our
approach achieves a deviation in the repetition rate less than 7.4× 10−14 for gate times
of 100 ms, with the ability to tune the repetition rate by adjusting a simple parameter (or
component i.e. a delay line). We verify experimentally continuous tuning of up to 10 MHz
and Turing pattern generation with a repetition rate of approximately 100 GHz, 150 GHz
and 200 GHz.
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Figure 3.1: (a) Depiction of the laser operation. A Kerr microresonator (green ring) is
nested into an amplifying fibre loop (yellow). A Turing pattern waveform (light-green) is
excited in the micro-cavity and is sustained by leading order (red) and first-order (blue)
‘super-mode’ waveforms from the amplifying loop. These super-modes are periodical with
the micro-cavity length, highlighted by a line segment La. (b) Spectral distribution of
the modes in the cold-cavity condition. The micro-cavity resonances (green) have a free
spectral range (FSR) denoted Fa while the FSR of the amplifying main-cavity modes
(black) is denoted Fb. The leading order and first-order super-modes are plotted in red
and blue, respectively. (c)-(e) Zoom of the mth, central, and −mth resonances. ∆ is the
normalised frequency offset between the central frequency of the leading super-mode and
the micro-cavity resonance. δ is the normalised FSR detuning, appearing when the two
cavities are not commensurate.
3.2 Theoretical background
We begin by describing the two travelling-wave resonator system depicted in Fig.3.1, which
features a Kerr cavity, such as a micro-ring (green ring), nested in a main amplifying
cavity (e.g. a gain fibre loop (yellow loop)). Their round-trip time and length, expressed
in standard units, are T(a,b) and L(a,b), with FSRs F(a,b) = T
−1
(a,b) respectively. We consider
Tb >> Ta and define an integer M such that
Fa = (M − δ)Fb. (3.1)
The relative cavity-period mismatch |δ| < 1/2, that allows for modelling non-commensurate
loops, is of particular importance. As we will see below, the FSR mismatch between the
two cavities regulates the region of existence of solitons and patterns. In the latter case,
we will show that δ has a fundamental role also in defining the properties of the MI of
a constant stationary state, which defines the typical features of pattern formation and
their FSR.
We define the spatial coordinates X(a,b) and assume that the optical fields in the two
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cavities A(T,Xa) and B(T,Xb), in [
√
W], are slowly varying in time T , in seconds. It is
important to derive an expression for the field in the main-cavity that permits an easy
manipulation in terms of ‘super-modes’, also determining the existence and stability of
several different stationary states in the system. A super-mode is a wave formed by a set
of equally-spaced modes of the main-cavity, the relative spacing of which is given by the
micro-cavity FSR Fa. This concept is depicted in Figs. 3.1(b - e). It is useful, then, to








The frequency of these modes, spaced by the main-cavity FSR Fb, is depicted by the grey
lines in Fig. 3.1(b). We can now group together all the modes spaced by the micro-
cavity FSR, which, as expressed by Eq. 3.1, is approximately M times larger than the
main-cavity FSR. To this aim, we express the index n of the set bn, as
n = mM + q, (3.3)
where the integer m can take an arbitrary value while the integer q is given such that
|q| < M and defines the order of the super-mode. Figure 3.1(d) visually depicts those
modes in red for the leading order mode with q = 0 and in blue for the first order mode
q = 1. We can now focus our attention on the modes bn = bmM+q featuring the same q.








Here, the super-mode with q = 0 has the best spectral overlap with the micro-cavity
resonance. The fields Bq in the direct space are summarised in Fig. 3.1(a), where the line
segment La covers a length Xa equal to the micro-cavity round-trip.
As we have demonstrated in [1], the two-cavity system can be represented by a set of
mean-field equations in terms of the field in the micro-cavity, A, and a total number of
N super-mode fields, Bq, in the main-cavity (where N << M). As such, we consider the
following parameter definitions: the waveguide first and second order dispersion β
(1,2)
(a,b) ,
in [sm−1] and [s2m−1] respectively; the amplifying gain within the main-cavity G, in
[m−1]; the corresponding bandwidth ∆FF , dictated by a band-pass filter, in Hertz; the
Kerr waveguide coefficient γ, in [W−1m−1] [110]; the −3 dB linewidth of the micro-cavity
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resonance ∆FA, in Hertz, which is directly related to the coupling coefficient of the two
cavities Θ = π∆FATA [179]. Further, ∆ is the cavity-frequency offset, normalised with
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Here, the equations have been normalised as in [1]. Specifically, we make the normalisation
of the propagating time against the main-cavity period in the moving pulses frame, t =
TT−1b , while the fast cavity-time, defined as x = XaL
−1
a −TT−1a , is normalised against the
micro-cavity round-trip. Further normalisation of the system properties are for the micro-








γLa, and the filtered
main-cavity bandwidth σ = (2π∆FFTa)
−2. The normalised coupling between the two
cavities is defined such that κ = ΘTbFa = π∆FATb, which directly provides the number
κπ−1 of main-cavity modes per micro-ring resonance. Similar equations have also been
studied for coupled waveguide laser configurations [128, 180, 181] and frequency selective
feedback lasers [155].
It is important to stress that the system does not involve any form of fast gain saturation
[90], which is not necessary for sustaining the types of waves studied here. We note,
however, that slow saturation of the lasing material (in Ytterbium-Erbium doped fibre
this value is of the order of 10 ms [182]) does play a role in setting the optical field energy
within the system. The analysis reported here, then, is focused on explaining the nature of
the stationary states and the ultrafast wave dynamics, such as MI, which are instrumental
in defining the different types of stable states.
Since patterns may arise from the instability of a CW solution, it is useful to find the
homogeneous solution, a(t) =
√
Iexp[−2πφt] and bq(t) = b̄qexp[−2πφt], where I is the
constant intensity of the micro-cavity field, b̄q is the constant field for the super-mode q,
and φ is the normalised frequency of the stationary state. Among this class of solutions,
the system also admits the trivial solutions a(t) = 0 and bq(t) = 0.
For N > 0, we find 2N + 1 states which are approximated by the formulas:
φ
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± t] and b
(q)
p,± ≈ 0 for p 6= q.
3.3 Modulational instability of the homogeneous, stationary
states
Equations 3.5 and 3.6 define a homogeneous system which is solved by the trivial state
solution a = 0 and bq = 0. The MI of such a state provides important information
on the region of existence of localised and non-localised solutions, as discussed in [1]
for the formation of solitons. Here, we mostly focus our attention towards non-localised
solutions, which can arise from the MI of the zero-energy background. The MI gain of
the system is obtained by calculating the real part of the eigenvalues associated to the
linear perturbation of the stationary state [147]. Such perturbation is a monochromatic
wave with frequency f . We will refer to this frequency as the dynamical, or perturbation
frequency.
Figure 3.2: Modulation instability (MI) maps for the stationary states. For the calcu-
lations: ζa = 1.7× 10−4, ζb = 3.5× 10−4, σ = 2.5× 10−4,
√
κ = 2.5, which are compatible
with the experimental regime discussed in the sections below. Here we used N = 7, cor-
responding to a total of 15 super-modes.(a) MI map for the trivial solution (TS) showing
the regions of instability as a function of the cavity gain g and detuning ∆, with δ = 0.
(b) MI gain of the zero solution with g = 0.03 (indicated by a white dashed line) and
δ = 0. (c) MI gain of the low energy CW state I+0 . (d) Zoom out of (c). (e,f,g,h) same as
(a,b,c,d) with δ = 1/3.
Figure 3.2 summarises some significant results from the MI analysis as a function of the
detuning parameter ∆. Since the system is periodic, with period 2π, we focus our attention
on the base range −12 < ∆ <
1
2 . Figures 3.2(a-d) and 3.2(e-h) show the results for the
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matched cavities (δ = 0) and for cavities with a period mismatch (δ = 1/3), respectively.
The maps in Figs. 3.2(a) and 3.2(e) generally summarise the stability regions for the trivial
state as a function of the detuning ∆ and cavity gain g. In the unstable regions (yellow
shading) it is implied that the MI gain is positive for at least one perturbation frequency.
Here, we notice that the zero-energy state is always unstable for perfectly matched cavities
(∆ = 0). Examining the MI gain over the range of perturbation frequencies (reported in
Figs. 3.2(b) and 3.2(f)), at a specific value of the cavity gain: g = 0.03, we note that the
maximum MI gain is observed for the perturbation frequency f = 0, resulting in a growth
of a CW perturbation from the trivial state.
It is also important to properly evaluate the MI spectrum for homogeneous, non-trivial
states. Within the set of parameters studied here, the MI analysis suggests that all CW
states can be unstable within the base range. We focus our attention on the state I
(0)
+ . As
can be verified with Eq. 3.8, this state represents the lowest energy CW solution across
the region ∆ < 0. A plot of the intensities of the CW states as a function of ∆ is also
reported in Fig. 3.3(c) for better visualisation. The MI for the matched cavities (δ = 0)
and for cavities with a period mismatch (δ = 1/3), are reported in Figs. 3.2(c) and 3.2(g),
which cover the lower dynamical frequency range of the complete MI spectrum presented
in Figs. 3.2(d) and 3.2(h). The latter plots show that this MI gain is very wide for ∆ > 0
(red-detuned cavities) and extends towards very high frequencies. We recall that this is the
region where solitons exist [1]. The MI gain for the range ∆ < 0 (blue-detuned cavities),
conversely, can be more limited in bandwidth and hence it is easier to induce and control
non-localised patterns.
In more detail, Figs. 3.2(g) and 3.2(h) show that the cavity-period mismatch δ can actually
induce a set of new ‘tongues’ in the lower frequency spectrum of the MI gain. This can be
understood considering that the presence of a filter within a laser cavity is known to allow
the selection of pulsed states at multiples of the FSR associated with the filter cavity by
means of the Vernier effect [156, 183]. In the formalism of this paper, when the mismatch
δ is the inverse of some integer number K (i.e. δ = 1/K), the frequency of the main-cavity
mode can align to every Kth micro-ring resonance mode. This feature has also been shown,
in some cases, to force the oscillation at every Kth FSR of the intracavity filter [156, 183]
and in fact, stable oscillation has previously been obtained in configurations similar to
that of our study, which a nonlinear micro-cavity was employed as a filter [156, 158].
Our analysis here allows us to clearly interpret the origin of the set of Turing pattern
states in terms of a cascading MI. Indeed, the MI spectrum of the CW states can present
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a sharp maximum around the dynamic frequency f = K. Figure 3.2(g) shows an example
for the case δ = 1/3, where the normalised frequency f = 3 is highlighted with a white
dashed line. Figures 3.2(f) and 3.2(g), then, reveal the existence of a self-starting regime
of the Turing pattern state defined for a set of values where ∆ < 0, an example of which
is presented in Fig. 3.3. Here the MI gain of the trivial state initially seeds the growth
of a CW state, which, once generated within the cavity, will have its dynamics regulated
by the homogeneous states MI gain. In this case, the sharp peaks at f = 3 induce the
formation of a stable Turing pattern at this frequency.
These considerations explain why this set of Turing patterns are very commonly observed
[127, 156, 158, 178]. They are a set of intrinsically self-starting solutions that can be readily
reformed if the energy in the cavity is lost through some perturbation. The presence of
sharply localised tongues in the MI spectrum allows for a very clean selection of the
dynamic frequency f , which is controlled directly by the cavity mismatch δ. We will
discuss this, along with the effect of small changes of the cavity mismatch, δ, along with
our experiments, in section 3.4.
Finally, the strong skew in the MI spectrum induced by the period mismatch δ (as shown
in Figs. 3.2(e-h)), shifting the higher frequencies towards the border of the base range
of the detuning ∆, may be indicative that the system can support Faraday instabilities,
which have been recently studied in resonators with regions of differing group velocity
dispersion [184, 185].
3.4 Experimental implementation
A schematic of our experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3.4(a). It is composed of a high-Q
(>106) integrated Hydex microresonator [45], an Erbium-Ytterbium doped fibre amplifier
(EYDFA), a free space delay line, a tunable passband filter, and an optical isolator. The
micro-resonator FSR is ∼49 GHz with a linewidth of ∼100 MHz. The EYDFA provides
a relatively large gain over a short fibre length (<1.5 m), the gain profile being shaped
by the tunable passband filter (6 nm, 3 dB bandwidth) centered at ∼1550 nm. The free
space delay line is used for controlling the phase of the main-cavity modes with respect
to the micro-cavity modes. The total main-cavity length is ∼3.5 m, resulting in a mode
spacing of ∼55 MHz. The use of fully polarisation maintaining fibre components prevents
any nonlinear polarisation rotation effects [168].
Laser scanning spectroscopy [1, 157, 158] is performed in order to extract the exact po-
sitions of the oscillating microcomb lines in the hot resonator (i.e. during operation). A
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Figure 3.3: Self-starting Turing pattern states. The zero solution evolves into the state
I
(0)
+ , which is also unstable and gives rise to a Turing pattern. The simulation paramet-
ers are: ζa = 1.7× 10−4, ζb = 3.5× 10−4, σ = 2.5× 10−4,∆ = −0.17,
√
κ = 2.5, g =
0.0365, δ = −0.3342 and N = 7. (a) Evolution of the temporal profile of the field in the
micro-cavity with the y-axis normalised to the micro-cavity length. (b) Maximum intens-
ity of the evolution in the micro-cavity. (c) Low energy stationary states. (d) Output
time profile of the fields in the micro- and main-cavities. (e) Output spectral profiles of
the fields within the micro- and main-cavities, with power spectral density (PSD) as a
function of the normalised relative frequency.
scanning CW laser probes the resonance profiles and oscillating micro-comb lines while a
reference frequency comb (Menlo Systems) and a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) are
used to perform highly accurate frequency calibrations, as illustrated in Fig. 3.4(b).
A frequency uniformity measurement setup [99, 175, 186] is used to extract the microcomb
repetition rate deviation. Here, three adjacent microcomb lines are selected and beat with
three adjacent lines of a reference frequency comb. The three beat notes, B1, B2, and B3
are combined (B1-B2 and B2-B3) through two frequency mixers. We retained only the
repetition rate frequency signal which was detected by a high-resolution frequency counter
in the ratio counting mode (10 mHz frequency error at 1 s).
The optical spectrum and autocorrelation from the system are monitored with the intra-
cavity optical coupler at the microresonator drop port. In particular, the laser scanning
spectroscopy measurements utilise the small back-reflected signal from the input port,
while the frequency non-uniformity measurement uses the microresonator through port
signal.
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Figure 3.4: (a) Experimental setup of the micro-resonator filtered fibre laser. EYDFA,
Erbium-Ytterbium doped fibre amplifier; TD, translation delay-stage; BPF, bandpass
filter; OC, output coupler. (b) Diagnostic setup for the laser scanning spectroscopy. PD,
photodiode; MZI, Mach-Zehnder interferometer; RF-BPF, radio-frequency bandpass filter.
(c) Diagnostic setup for the frequency non-uniformity measurement. The beat notes B1,
B2, and B3 between the three desired comb lines W1, W2, and W3 and their adjacent
reference frequency comb lines are selected using a dense wavelength division multiplexer
(DWDM). They are then mixed and counted by a high-resolution frequency counter.
3.5 Turing pattern selection via the Vernier effect
We first verified the properties of the Turing pattern states controlled by the Vernier ef-
fect, that is, the periodical spectral alignment of transmission resonances that occurs in
systems where there are two or more coupled cavities – in our case, the micro-cavity and
the amplifying fibre cavity. As discussed in Fig. 3.3, the cavity detuning and mismatch
parameters, respectively ∆ and δ, need to be carefully adjusted in order to access this
regime. Experimentally, this control is obtained by acting on the delay line in the fibre
cavity. The position of the oscillation microcomb lines can be verified by means of the
intra-cavity laser scanning spectroscopy setup. The experimental results shown in Fig. 3.5
display a range of cases, with comb teeth spaced by 2, 3, and 4 FSRs. A numerical fitting
is performed on these measurements using Eqs. 3.5 and 3.6, with simulation parameters:
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ζa = 1.7× 10−4, ζb = 3.5× 10−4, σ = 2.5× 10−4,
√
κ = 2.5, N = 7, and values |β(2)(a)| =
20 ps2/km and |β(2)(b) | = 60 ps
2/km (within our experimental constraints).
Figures 3.5(a), 3.5(d), and 3.5(g) show the experimental optical spectra, as well as auto-
correlation traces and the position of the central oscillating comb line (i.e. the mode
with the highest PSD). The corresponding simulated spectral traces are presented in Figs.
3.5(b), 3.5(e), and 3.5(h) for a set of Turing patterns with frequency spacing at 2, 3, and
4 FSRs. The high contrast autocorrelation traces are indicative of the coherence of the
waveform. The intra-cavity spectrum shows an oscillation line within the micro-cavity
resonance blue-detuned by 13.9 MHz, 12.4 MHz and 22.1 MHz. For the numerical fitting
in Figs. 3.5(b), 3.5(e), and 3.5(h), settings of ∆ = −0.36,∆ = −0.17, and∆ = −0.54
were used, along with mismatch parameters δ = 1/2, δ = 1/3, and δ = 1/4. The analysis
around Fig. 3.2 has indicated that, for these parameters, the MI of the trivial solution
leads to the emergence of a homogeneous state. Figures 3.5(c), 3.5(f), and 3.5(i) depict
the MI gain spectrum of such a state, given each set of parameters. The related gain
spectrum shows a clear maximum around the perturbation frequency at approximately 2,
3, and 4 FSRs, which is consistent with the experimentally observed comb line spacings.
Figure 3.5: (a,d,g) Experimental optical power spectral density (PSD) for the micro-
comb modes. The inserts depict the autocorrelation and the intra-cavity spectrum of
the oscillating spectral mode with the highest power. The red line here shows the pos-
ition of detuning ∆ used in the respective simulations. The colour shadings in (d) are
in reference to the resonance profiles presented in Fig. 3.6. (b,e,h) Simulated optical
spectra calculated a δ = 1/2, 1/3, and 1/4 respectively, with corresponding gain settings
and cavity detunings of (b) g = 0.0400,∆ = −0.36, (e) g = 0.0320,∆ = −0.17, and (h)
g = 0.0501,∆ = −0.54. (c,f,i) MI gain spectrum of the CW states. In the calculations:
ζa = 1.7× 10−4, ζb = 3.5× 10−4, σ = 2.5× 10−4,
√
κ = 2.5, and N = 7.
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3.6 Fine tuning and phase locking of the Turing patterns
Experimentally, the fine tunability of the repetition rate can be obtained by slight modific-
ation of the main-cavity length via a tunable delay line. Stable laser oscillation is observed
throughout the whole tuning process, highlighting the capability of the system to main-
tain this state. We present an example of this tunability, with intra-cavity spectroscopy
measurements of a Turing pattern with a period equal to 3 times the FSR of the nested
micro-resonator. Similar tunability has been verified on all the cases presented above.
We use five different fibre cavity lengths covering a range of 400µm. The intra-cavity
spectroscopy measurements allow us to visualise the shift of the resonating lines within
the micro-cavity resonances and is summarised in Fig. 3.6. Note that in all these cases we
observe that the line with the highest PSD (highlighted with orange shading) remains in
almost the same position with respect to the central resonance (the variations are within a
few megahertz), while side-band modes experience much larger shifts which are indicative
of a change in the repetition rate. From these lines, we extract a normalised detuning
parameter ∆ = −0.35 for all the cases, while the mismatch parameter δ, varies by 0.044,
0.064, 0.076, 0.092 and 0.106 around the value of δ = 1/3, for respective main-cavity
lengths.
Figure 3.7 shows further simulations that agree well with the experimental observations
on the tunability of the repetition rate. The numerical parameters are the same as in
previous simulations shown in Fig. 3.3, where the mismatch δ was changed from −0.33 to
−0.39: corresponding to an experimental change in cavity length of 400 µm. The stability
that is maintained over this range in our simulations emphasises the strong agreement
between our theoretical model and experiments. The change in group velocity of the pat-
tern obtained in Fig. 3.7, compared to Fig. 3.3, indicated the fine tuning of the repetition
rate. This is visible from the clear inclination of the patterns in Fig. 3.7(a), which is better
shown in the inset of the figure. These simulations also confirm the strong phase locking of
the Turing pattern states, as already discussed within the context of the Lugiato-Lefever
combs [83]. To highlight this, the differential phase evolution of the absolute phase for
three of the modes is presented in Fig. 3.7(d), demonstrating the strong phase-locking of
the repetition rate. For a more accurate measurement of the repetition rate detuning and
stability we employ a frequency non-uniformity measurement technique, as illustrated in
Fig. 3.4(c) [99, 175, 186], in order to probe the equidistance of the comb lines. The re-
corded mixed frequencies for the experiment in Fig. 3.6 are shown in Fig. 3.8(a) for cases
where the differential length of the delay line varies from 0 µm to −400 µm. The resulting
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Figure 3.6: Experimental resonance profiles and beat note signals obtained with the
probe laser scanning oscillating comb lines. (a-e) Descending rows correspond to a relative
change in the main-cavity length of 0 µm, −100 µm, −200 µm, −300 µm and −400 µm.
The four sequential colour-shaded plots correspond to different comb line wavelengths:
1547.13 nm, 1549.47 nm, 1550.64 nm and 1553.01 nm from the left to the right panels, as
indicated by the colour shadings in Fig. 3.5(d). The dashed red line is a Lorentzian fit to
the profile of the hot resonance while the vertical dashed-blue lines indicate the relative
shift of the oscillating comb lines within their respective resonances.
average change in repetition rate is plotted for the various cavity delay lengths, with the
raw frequency data displayed in blue. The linear increase in the repetition rate by up to
10 MHz as the fibre cavity is clearly visible as the length is decreased. The quality of the
phase-locking for these Turing pattern states can then be evaluated. A typical distribu-
tion of the frequency deviation stemming from an equidistant mode spacing, for a gate
time of 100 ms, is shown in Fig. 3.8(b). This measurement was obtained by setting the
reference comb repetition rate as a non-integer sub-multiple of the microcomb repetition
rate. As such, the beating signals (indicated as ‘B1-B2’ and ‘B2-B3’ in Fig. 3.4(c)) were
centred around a frequency of 18 MHz, which was passband filtered. We collected the
ratio between the two signals in order to extract the stability of the repetition rate. Since
our measurement system was not further phase-locked, we observed slips of the measure-
ment towards other beat notes, which have been removed from the dataset by setting a
threshold at ±5 Hz. The mean and standard deviation of the frequency distributions in
Fig. 3.8 are presented in Table 3.1.
Our mean values are consistently in the same order of magnitude as the standard error,
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Figure 3.7: (a,b) Numerical results showing the evolution of the temporal (a) and
the spectral (b) profile of the field. The temporal evolution has a corresponding zoom
of the stable operation to illustrate more clearly the pattern. For the simulations:
ζa = 1.7× 10−4, ζb = 3.5× 10−4, σ = 2.5× 10−4,∆ = −0.17,
√
κ = 2.5, g = 0.0365, δ =
−0.3942, and N = 7. (c) Optical spectrum of the stable pattern state. (d) Differential
phase evolution of three comb modes, indicated by the coloured shading in (c). The dif-
ferential phase is calculated as the derivative of the absolute phase ψn over the temporal
evolution and it is indicative of the stability intrinsic to the repetition rate of the comb.
which are all in the range of 10 mHz, indicating that even with short time gates of 100 ms
we can claim a stability better than 7× 10−14 for the 150 GHz state. Our electronics
unlocked several times during the measurement of the case at −200 µm, which has a low
number of counts and, for this reason, the highest standard error.
Typical values for the stability of the repetition rate associated with free-running micro-
comb sources range from 10−9 to 10−12 for solitons states measured with these level of
time gates [187, 188]. Free-running Turing pattern-based sources, which are known for
having a stronger phase-lock, have been demonstrated in the same order of magnitude
Table 3.1: Results of the frequency non-uniformity measurements of the data in Fig. 3.6
and Fig. 3.8 for a time gate of 100 ms
Relative delay Mean Standard deviation Approved counts Relative deviation
(µm) (MHz) (mHz) (-) (-)
−400 −5.5± 8.3 213 655 5.5× 10−14
−300 −10.0± 11.0 219 432 6.7× 10−14
−200 −12.0± 20.0 172 74 1.3× 10−14
−100 −3.5± 9.5 228 580 6.3× 10−14
0 −8.1± 9.7 235 588 6.4× 10−14
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(7× 10−14) as our measurement, but were obtained with time gates of one second [175].
This shows the remarkable performances of our system, which can achieve the same level
of stability averaging on gate times shorter by one order of magnitude. We believe that
this enhanced stability is due to the intrinsic feedback of our nested cavity design. In
addition, we maintain this excellent stability continuously over a tuning range of 10 MHz,
while designs such as that proposed in [175] requires fixing the repetition rate to a specific
value. Our tuning capabilities are in good agreement with the theoretical calculation in
Fig. 3.7(d), which shows the strong locking of the Turing pattern state also when the
group velocity is detuned.
Figure 3.8: (a) The average beat note frequencies between two selected microcomb
lines and their adjacent reference frequency comb teeth (recorded by an oscilloscope) as
a function of the decreasing main-cavity length. The raw frequency measurement (in
megahertz), relative to the frequency for 0 µm delay, is shown in blue. (b) Distribution of
the microcomb output spectrum stemming from an equidistant mode spacing, including a
Gaussian fit (dashed red line). Here, we consider the −300 µm delay case, with a frequency
counter gate time of 100 ms.
3.7 Conclusion
In conclusion, we study the formation of non-localised Turing patterns in a system where
a nonlinear high-Q micro-resonator is nested into an active fibre loop. By using a com-
prehensive mean-field model, we develop a MI analysis which explains the nature of these
waves, revealing the dynamics of their formation from noise and explaining the ease with
which they are observed. We demonstrate that these waves possess strong phase locking,
with frequency deviations of the repetition rate frequency below the 1 Hz level. Further, we
show that the repetition rate can in fact be controlled by simply acting on the main-cavity
length: affecting the MI spectrum while maintaining the pulse quality. In this regard, the
experimental results demonstrate that the repetition rate of these waves can be controlled
over both fine (megahertz) and large (gigahertz) scales, with a continuous tuning of up to
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10 MHz verified experimentally. This work has practical implications, offering a simple yet
powerful method to control the repetition rate. From a theoretical point of view, it will
help to increase our understanding of nonlinear processes in nested micro cavity systems.
Our results provide a pathway for designing practical microcomb devices that can be easily
initiated and tuned by the end-user: a fundamental requirement for the widespread use of
these devices outside of the laboratory environment.
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Chapter 4
Thermo-optical pulsing in a
microresonator-filtered fiber laser:
a route towards all-optical control
and synchronisation
We report on ‘slow’ pulsing dynamics in a silica resonator-based laser system: by nesting
a high-Q rod-resonator inside an amplifying fibre cavity, we demonstrate that trains of
microsecond pulses can be generated with repetition rates in the hundreds of kilohertz. We
show that such pulses are produced with a period equivalent to several hundreds of laser
cavity round-trips via the interaction between the gain dynamics in the fibre cavity and
the thermo-optical effects in the high-Q resonator. Experiments reveal that the pulsing
properties can be controlled by adjusting the amplifying fibre cavity parameters. Our
results, confirmed by numerical simulations, provide useful insights on the dynamical onset
of complex self-organisation phenomena in resonator-based laser systems where thermo-
optical effects play an active role. In addition, we show how the thermal state of the
resonator can be probed and even modified by an external, counter-propagating optical
field, thus hinting towards novel approaches for all-optical control and sensing applications.
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4.1 Introduction
Within the field of nonlinear optics, the long cavity lifetime and reduced mode-area
provided by high-Q whispering gallery mode (WGM) resonators have been demonstrated
as an efficient way to achieve important Kerr nonlinearity enhancement, and thus un-
lock numerous functionalities, at reasonable power levels compatible with continuous-wave
(CW) operation [57]. Besides the rather conventional excitation of microresonators us-
ing an external optical field [62, 63, 189], there have been significant efforts over the last
few years to utilise microcavities for the development of novel laser configurations [58],
especially with the prospect of system miniaturisation. Applications of these embedded
resonator systems include compact frequency comb generation [81, 91, 99, 102, 127, 190],
including self-injection locking schemes [107, 108, 191, 192], passively mode-locked nano-
second pulsing [193], microdisk lasers development [125, 126], or even the generation of
quantum frequency combs [141].
Such applications are possible due to strong and desirable nonlinear effects in these devices
(e.g. Kerr nonlinearity), which can be effectively paired with more complex dynamics. In-
deed, in these resonant structures, the strong field enhancement is usually associated with
additional intensity-dependent effects which can be considered detrimental: free carrier
absorption in silicon [44], Raman and Brillouin scattering [194], as well as thermo-optical
[113] and opto-mechanical [195] effects can play a disruptive role in numerous dynamical
processes.
Of particular interest here is the temperature-dependent modification of the optical re-
fractive index and/ or mode volume, ubiquitous in all WGM resonators. Understanding
and controlling this thermally-induced frequency drift has been key in the generation of
cavity solitons by externally seeding WGM cavities with a CW field [81]. Indeed, such
a scheme typically requires a form of active monitoring and feedback control to ensure
stable operation. There are however examples of the beneficial use of these adverse non-
linear effects, notably for the demonstration of opto-mechanical chaos transfer [196], the
generation of giant pulses [197], thermal sensing [198], regenerative pulsation [199] and
self-sustained pulsation [200–202], also controlled by parametric nonlinearity [203].
Interestingly, using an external amplifying cavity structure to passively stabilise slow tem-
perature drifts and circumvent thermo-optical effects was already proposed and demon-
strated in microresonators [127]. Yet, to date, the dynamical interactions between these
two non-instantaneous physical processes still remain widely unexplored beyond their sta-
bilisation capabilities.
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Here we report on a thermo-optically driven pulsing mechanism demonstrated in a laser
system consisting of a fused-silica WGM resonator [55] directly nested in an external
fibre amplifying loop. In our system, the complex dynamical interaction between the
thermo-optical effect in the resonator and the slow response of the gain medium leads to
a sustained self-pulsing. Such dynamical behaviour, typically encountered in nonlinear
optical cavities exhibiting a nonlinear relaxation time significantly longer than the cavity
round trip time [204], is here observed experimentally. We reveal that the observed pulse
train characteristics can be directly controlled by adjusting the laser cavity parameters.
Additionally, we show a thermo-optically mediated transfer of the dynamics of this lasing
mode to an externally coupled probe field in the microresonator. The experimental results,
exhibiting a variety of self-organisation effects and multistable dynamics, are supported
by numerical simulations exhibiting good qualitative agreement. Our results pave the way
towards non-instantaneous all-optical control of the resonator dynamics along with poten-
tially wavelength- and/ or spatial-mode-independent signal processing and synchronisation
features.
4.2 Experimental setup
Our experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4.1(a): we nest a high-Q (>106) fused-silica
rod resonator coupled via tapered fibres (see inset) inside an Erbium-doped fibre amplifier
(EDFA) loop cavity. The EDFA is a fibre optical amplifier which provides amplification to
light in the Telecom band via stimulated emission. EDFA technology has been selected as
it is a standardised optical component and underpins the optics of the Telecom industry
and can provide high output powers, which are sufficient to induce strong thermo-optical
effects in WGM resonators. An isolator is incorporated within the fibre cavity to ensure
unidirectional operation (see blue arrows). The overall intra-cavity power can be adjusted
by the EDFA pump current, as well as additional losses induced by a variable optical at-
tenuator (VOA). The 4-port resonator transmission properties can additionally be probed
via a continuous wave laser with tunable wavelength (Tunics-plus), counter-propagating
within the resonator. Both the intra-cavity field (blue) and optional counter-propagating
CW probe properties can be measured temporally using a fast oscilloscope and photodi-
odes (200 MHz oscilloscope bandwidth) and spectrally using and optical spectrum analyser
(Anritsu MS9740A with 70 pm resolution). The intra-cavity field is probed using a 10 %
output fibre coupler (90:10) and eventual back-reflections between the frequency-detuned
counter-propagating fields are avoided by the presence of isolators and a wavelength divi-
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sion multiplexer.
The broadband EDFA spectrum transmitted by the resonator is shown in Fig. 4.1(b), and
further filtered by a bandpass filter, consisting of a fibre Bragg grating and a circulator.
The bandpass filter is centered at 1545.064 nm and exhibits a 33.7 GHz bandwidth (see
blue shading in Fig. 4.1(b)). As illustrated in Fig. 4.1(c), this bandwidth is slightly larger
than the resonator free spectral range (FSR) of 24.1 GHz. The fine transmission spectrum
reveals a structure featured with multiple spatial modes. However, as seen in Figs. 4.1(d)
and 4.1(e), a careful selection of the resonator input polarisation allows for the selection
of only one (or few) predominant resonances to oscillate in the cavity within the bandpass
filter bandwidth, and thus minimises mode competition (see Fig. 4.1(f)). In the main
cavity, all components are polarisation-maintaining (PM) besides two fibre polarisation
controllers before and after the tapers coupled to the resonator, to respectively select the
main coupled resonance and minimise the losses between the resonator and PM cavity
components. Figure 4.1(g) shows the selected TM resonance (purple) and the Lorentzian
fit (dashed black) obtained by accounting for the 400 kHz linewidth of our CW sweeping
laser. We found a coupled full with half maximum (FWHM) linewidth of 27.2 MHz thus
yielding a 7.1 million loaded Q-factor at 1545 nm (the intrinsic Q-factor is around 108)
and encompassing a single mode of the 6.7 m main amplifying fibre cavity (i.e. 30.9 MHz
FSR).
4.3 Results and discussion
When the system operation is suitably adjusted, stable and sustained self-pulsing is ob-
served, as illustrated in Fig. 4.2(a). In this lasing regime, the average pulsing period is
typically 15 µs with a pulse duration on the order of a microsecond (see below for details).
Here, the pulsing operation is rather stable with a peak intensity relative noise below 5 %
RMS deviation. Figure 4.2(b) shows a slight pulse asymmetry, where an elongation is
observed in the trailing edge, a feature typical of dynamics associated with long times-
cales relative to the cavity lifetime. The corresponding spectrum, shown in Fig. 4.2(c),
features a single spectral line with a linewidth in agreement with a single mode resonance
oscillation (when considering the limited OSA spectral resolution) while the phase space
portrait, represented in Fig. 4.2(d), illustrated the presence of an attractor associated
with the self-pulsing behaviour observed in this system.
In fact, such self-pulsing dynamics are notorious in many complex and nonlinear systems,
and are typically encountered in optical lasing architectures exhibiting bistability, where
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Figure 4.1: (a) Schematic of the experimental setup. PC, fibre polarisation controller;
VOA, variable optical attenuator; BPF; bandpass filter; EDFA, Erbium-doped fibre amp-
lifier; OSC, oscilloscope; OSA, optical spectrum analyser. Inset: Side view of the silica rod
resonator and coupled fibre used for optical injection. (b) OSA transmission spectra of the
resonator (grey) and BPF (blue shading) when seeded by the EDFA. (c-e) High-resolution
transmission spectra obtained by CW wavelength sweep using either unpolarised (c) or
polarised transverse magnetic (TM) (d) and transverse electric (TE) (e) light. (f) Zoom
on the predominant spatial modes oscillating for each polarisation. (g) Spectrum of the
selected TM main resonance and Lorentzian fit (dashed black line) used experimentally.
the relaxation time of the nonlinear effect is significantly longer than the cavity round-trip
time [201, 202, 204]. In our case, the pulse train period (15 µs) corresponds to over 450
cavity roundtrips but is, conversely, in the order of magnitude of the dynamical timescales
at play within our system, namely primarily the thermo-optical effects in the resonator but
also the slower gain recovery in the main fibre cavity. In order to obtain insight into the
dynamics observed experimentally, we employ a numerical model based on coupled-mode
theory [205], using standard approaches outlined in [1, 58, 111, 205–208]. In particular,
we follow the field evolution in both the resonator and fibre cavities, assuming a single
scalar longitudinal mode seeding an intensity-dependent frequency shift induced thermally
in the resonator. This themo-optical behaviour is schematically illustrated in Fig. 4.3(a)
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Figure 4.2: (a) Typical pulse trace measured experimentally using the setup shown in
Fig. 4.1 in TM polarisation. (b) Zoom on a single pulse period. (c) Corresponding OSA
spectrum. (d) Phase space portrait depicting the intensity versus the derivative of the
intensity of the pulse train in panel (a).
and the overall evolution of the system is expressed as:






















(∆ωT −RT |a|2) (4.4)
Here, a and b are the normalised mode amplitudes in the resonator and the main cavity,
respectively [1, 58, 206]. We model the EDFA in terms of a standard first order equation
in the gain g of the main cavity, derived from a set of Maxwell-Bloch (MB) equations for
a two-level system by adiabatical elimination of the polarisation field [206, 208]. Here, the
estimated population relaxation time is Tg = 900 µs [209]. The thermo-optical frequency
shift of the resonator ∆ωT = 2π∆ν is intensity-dependent with an estimated relaxation
time constant TT = 3 µs [113]. The resonator and main cavity round-trip times used in our
simulations correspond to the experimental values and respectively TA = 1/FA = 41.5 ps
and TB = 1/FB = 29.8 ns. Similarly, we assume a resonator with a FWHM linewidth of
∆FA = 27.2 MHz, which is strongly dominated by the coupling to the two tapered fibres,
so that the coupling constant between the main cavity and the resonator can be estimated
as θ = π∆FATA. It is worth mentioning that, in our equations, the mode amplitudes are
normalised with respect to the Kerr nonlinear mode coefficient ΓK = 4.82× 1015 J−1s−1
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estimated in the resonator. Specifically, the normalised amplitude in the resonator a can
be derived from the dimensional mode energy A [in Joules] so that |a|2 = ΓKA. The main
cavity mode follows the same normalisation where |b|2 = ΓkB and the strength of the
intensity-dependent thermal nonlinearity ΓT is estimated to be approximately two orders
of magnitude larger than the instantaneous Kerr effect in the resonator, thus yielding
RT = ΓT /ΓK = 100 [210]. The gain-main cavity field coupling constant, corresponding to
the inverse of the saturation power, is given as Rg = ηg/ΓK = 69.6 where we estimated
a gain coefficient ηg = 3.35× 1017 J−1s−1 assuming a fast decay time of 400 fs for the
EDFA doping concentration used in our experiment [206]. In our simulations, we can
observe a wide variety of dynamics depending on the static cavity parameters, namely the
main cavity losses α and the initial gain g0 as well as the cold-cavity angular frequency
mismatch ∆ω between the central resonance and the main-cavity mode, which, in single
mode operation, is assumed to be within the resonance FWHM and thus bounded as
|∆ω| < ∆FA/2. For selected parameters, numerical simulations of the system display
sustained self-pulsing in good agreement with the dynamical behaviour observed in our
experiments. In particular, we selected ∆ω = −∆F/5 to best match the self-pulsing
dynamics observed experimentally.
The numerical results are illustrated in Fig 4.3(b), where the formation of pulses (solid
blue line) is associated with a rapid frequency shift ∆ν of the seeded resonance (dashed
purple line), followed by a slower recovery of the initial (blue-detuned) resonance frequency
during the absence of pulse emission. Physically, the dynamical mechanisms responsible
for such operation are qualitatively described in Fig. 4.3(a): the length of the main cavity,
combined with the band-pass filter (see Fig. 4.1(b)), ensures that only one predominant
cavity mode lies within the resonator linewidth ∆FA. The oscillation of such a mode
induces a thermo-optical refractive index variation in the resonator, associated with a
varying detuning of the main cavity mode within the shifting resonance. This, in turn,
gives rise to a thermo-optically modulated loss mechanism, with a characteristic timescale
much longer than the round-trip time of the laser cavity. The dynamical interaction
between the gain recovery mechanisms and the relaxation of the thermo-optically induced
losses - both in the microseconds regime - can therefore lead to the sustained self-pulsing
behaviour observed in Fig. 4.3(b).
Experimentally, the dynamical frequency shift of the resonator (and associated cavity
losses) can be readily measured using a weak (<100 µW) counter-propagating CW probe
laser, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1(a). In our case, depending on the spectral detuning of the
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Figure 4.3: (a) Schematic of the physical process that leads to a thermo-optically induced
slow self-pulsing emission of the laser. The thermo-optical nonlinearity of the microrod
modifies the refractive index, and thus the resonance frequency of the micro-cavity, as
the laser intracavity power increases. As the resonance shifts, the cavity transmission
is reduced, leading to a reduction in power and eventually the repetition of the process,
resulting in the pulsed emission. The loaded Lorentzian resonator mode within the filtered
bandwidth of the EDFA (shaded blue region around 1545 nm) dynamically shifts by an
amount ∆ν via the thermo-optical effect (see gradient arrow and coloured shadings).
This shift is also expected across all resonances and as such, can be readily measured
experimentally using a CW probe weakly coupled and slightly detuned from a resonance
far outside the main cavity gain bandwidth (see e.g. red and blue arrows around 1561
nm). (b) Numerical results obtained using the coupled mode equations of Eqs. 4.1-4.4 for
parameters yielding self-pulsing |a|2 (solid blue line - see Eq. 4.1) shows a train of pulses
associated with a periodic resonance frequency shift ∆ν, induced by thermo-optical effects
(dashed purple line - see Eq. 4.4). (c) Example of pulse train obtained experimentally
(solid black line) and corresponding transmission of a red-detuned (dashed red line) CW
field, used to retrieve the dynamical resonance spectral shift as shown in (a). (d) Same
measurements using a blue-detuned CW probe (dashed blue line).
CW probe weakly coupled to the resonance around 1561 nm, a variation in the transmitted
power is expected to be observed. In particular, as illustrated in Fig. 4.3(a), depending on
whether the CW probe is red- or blue-detuned with respect to the resonance, one would
respectively assume an increase or decrease of the transmitted power when the resonance
is thermo-optically frequency shifted by the pulses emitted within the laser cavity. This
behaviour has been experimentally measured in our setup, and reported in Fig 4.3(c) and
4.3(d), respectively. Stable self-pulsing is observed in the cavity (black line) while the CW
probe exhibits a synchronous and periodic variation in the transmission whose sign and
magnitude depend on its spectral position compared to the resonance (dashed red and blue
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lines). In fact, the measured variation of the CW probe transmission here corresponds
to the spectral convolution of the CW linewidth with the dynamically shifting resonance.
Assuming a Lorentzian shape with a linewidth of 27 MHz (FWHM), and repeating these
measurements for various CW detunings, we estimated that a typical 10 MHz spectral shift
was observed for pulses circulating within the external gain cavity with an approximate
10 mW peak power. This corresponds to a thermo-optical frequency shift of approximately
1 MHz/mW, a value in line with the measurements reported in the literature for the
spectral shift observed for fused silica rod resonators [211] and extrapolated to the 24 GHz
FSR of the resonator used in our experiments. The spectral shift is dependent on the
resonator’s physical geometry as well as the Q-factor which directly affects the attainable
field enhancement and, therefore, the impact of the nonlinear thermo-optical effect.
In order to gain further insights on the pulse formation mechanism, we perform an analysis
of the generated pulse train properties depending on the main cavity static parameters.
These results, obtained by varying the transmission (i.e. losses) and gain of the laser cavity
both experimentally and numerically, are summarised in Fig. 4.4. From Fig. 4.4(a) and
4.4(b), respectively obtained by first setting the cavity transmission value using the VOA,
and then increasing and decreasing the EDFA gain before repeating the process for a new
transmission condition, one can notice a hint towards multistable behaviour: in this case,
the pulse properties (i.e. durations and peak powers) not only depend on the current cavity
parameters, but also on the previous state (i.e. gain increase/ decrease). Although various
pulsing properties can be achieved for different transmission/ gain conditions, we have
observed that higher cavity gain resulted in more intense pulses with a shorter duration.
This result is in fact not surprising, as higher gain intrinsically implies a reduction of the
load time required to induce a sufficient thermo-optical frequency shift of the resonance
(responsible for additional losses in the cavity, and thus defining the overall pulse duration).
This observation was confirmed experimentally by replacing the previous EDFA (Amonics,
with length of 1.2 m and 23 dBm output saturation power) with a longer, higher power
amplifier (HP-EDFA - MENLO P250, with length of 5.7 m and a higher saturation power
of 27 dBm). In this case, the overall cavity round-trip was significantly longer but with
similar losses and an FSR of 16.4 MHz for the HP-EDFA compared to 30.9 MHz with
the previous EDFA. The reduction of the FSR below the resonator linewidth invited the
possibility of multiple longitudinal modes lasing within one resonance. Experimentally,
this effect was not observed, which is indicative that the mode competition favoured
a single mode oscillation. The thermo-optical self-pulsing is achievable independently
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of the cavity length, within this experimental range, with a suitable adjustment of the
polarisation in the cavity.
Yet, as seen in the inset of Fig. 4.4(a), the higher gain accessible with the HP-EDFA
further enables the generation of pulses with superior peak powers (and correspondingly
reduced durations). Indeed, increasing the system losses also leads to a reduction of the
pulse duration, as the thermo-optically induced frequency drift is dissipated faster by
the higher losses in the main cavity. Interestingly, however, in the experiments reported
here, the overall variation in the cavity losses are relatively small (within a single order of
magnitude) and intrinsically limited by the gain range of the EDFAs used to observe self-
pulsing. Within this experimental regime shown in Fig. 4.4(c), we can observe that the
self-pulsing period is indeed directly related to the associated pulse duration, in a manner
almost independent of the selected amplifier (and length, within this experimental range)
but mainly depending on the gain value itself. These results are confirmed by numerical
simulations as reported in Fig. 4.4(d), where we have observed that, for a fixed loss
parameter α, the pulse duration and self-pulsing period were indeed correlated and readily
controllable by adjusting the system parameters on the gain recovery time with respect to
the resonator linewidth and its susceptibility to thermo-optical effects. In our numerical
simulation, we observe stable self-pulsing behaviour for pulse periods between 6 µs and
14 µs, which agrees qualitatively with the experimentally observed range of parameters,
spanning from 10 µs to 19 µs. The small discrepancy can be attributed to the absence
of higher order effects such as the presence of the fibre nonlinearity in the model and
slight discrepancies in the simulation parameters. Interestingly, the numerical simulations
point out that the system still shows some self-pulsing behaviour also for pulses longer
than 14 µs. These simulations were characterised by a long-term disappearance of the self-
pulsing after thermalisation of the system, a condition which cannot be easily met in the
experiment due to the presence of noise. Besides demonstrating the intrinsic control of the
pulse properties dynamics, the clustering of the peak powers versus pulse periods shown
by Figs. 4.4(a) and 4.4(b) and the dependence of the response to its previous state suggest
the possible presence of multistable dynamics. Such a behaviour is investigated in more
detail across our tunable parameter space in 4.5. As can be seen in Figs. 4.4(a) and 4.5(b),
a greater amplifier gain does not necessarily correspond to an increase in the lasing intra-
cavity power, which is in fact dependent on the history of the system. More importantly,
this multistable behaviour can directly impact the operation mode of the laser. This can
be observed by comparing the average power shown in Figs. 4.5(a) and 4.5(b) with the
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Figure 4.4: (a, b) Scatter plots of pulse peak power and duration obtained experiment-
ally using the setup shown in Fig. 4.1(a). Here, data are extracted for various cavity
transmission values (see colour scale, where 100 % transmission represents the minimum
attenuation state of the VOA) and the EDFA gain settings, while increasing (a) or decreas-
ing (b) the EDFA gain by adjustment of its pump current. The inset in (a) corresponds
to the same scatter plot, obtained experimentally by replacing the initial EDFA in the
setup by a longer and higher power gain medium (HP-EDFA). Here, the data are also
obtained for various cavity transmission values while increasing the EDFA gain, but the
colour scale instead represents the gain medium pumping current. (c) Scatter plot of
the mean pulse duration and period obtained experimentally for various loss values and
upward tuning of the gain. This analysis was performed using both available amplifiers
(see legend) and by averaging the properties extracted from each ms-long experimental
trace. (d) Corresponding properties retrieved from numerical simulations using a selected
loss parameter α. Scatter points of the pulse properties are displayed for various values
of normalised gain G = g0/α (see colour scale). The numerical results are obtained using
the coupled-mode equations of Eqs. 4.1-4.4 for selected parameters yielding self-pulsing
behaviour. The pulse properties were extracted from the numerical field intensity via
the same post-processing used on the experimental data sets. The grey shading region
(featuring clusters of points instead of a point), corresponds to a dynamical regime where
simulations exhibit self-pulsing only sustained for a limited period (i.e. in a slow transient
ultimately leading to a stable CW solution).
corresponding peak power maps illustrated in Figs. 4.5(c) and 4.5(d): even when using
the same set of loss and gain parameters, self-pulsing cannot be observed as easily when
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Figure 4.5: (a-b) False colour maps showing the average intra-cavity power (see colour
scale) for experimental measurement of the laser cavity operation. Measurements are
performed for a range of loss values while increasing (a) or decreasing (b) the gain. (c-
d) Corresponding map of the pulse peak powers displaying clear regions of self-pulsing
operation (i.e. black areas are representative of parameters for which self-pulsing is absent
- see colour scale). (e-h) Examples of phase space portraits retrieved from experimental
data measured at selected transmission of 50 % (e,f) and 70 % (g,h), respectively. As
these panels show, we observe different self-pulsing conditions around the attractor when
increasing (e,g) and decreasing (f,h) the gain, even for the same cavity parameters, thus
attesting to a variety of multistable regimes.
approaching particular operation regimes with a decreasing gain; in this case, self-pulsing
is lost early on, even though the cavity oscillation is featured with a higher average power
- see Figs. 4.5(b) and 4.5(d). Such behaviours have been observed experimentally for
a wide variety of conditions, leading to different discretisation of the pulsing dynamics
around the attractor of the system, as illustrated in the phase portraits reported in Figs.
4.5(e) and 4.5(h). Physically, and besides small polarisation-dependent parasitic effects
in our experiments, we attribute this behaviour to be predominantly associated with the
known bistability of optically-injected resonators [147]. In fact, we have observed similar
dynamics in our simulations, further suggesting that all-optical control of the pulsing
operation can be reached, and the intrinsic multistability of the system further exploited.
To assess this possibility, we have conducted a proof of principle experiment using the
same setup as the one shown in Fig. 4.1(a) but inserting a high-power counter-propagating
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Figure 4.6: (a-d) Examples of experimental laser cavity dynamics observed when using
a strong counter-propagating CW field (purple line) to both probe and influence the main
cavity pulsing properties (blue line). The parameters of the main amplifying cavity are
kept constant and a 15 mW CW probe around 1560 nm is coupled to the resonance but
not frequency-stabilised. The drift of the CW around this resonance leads to a variety of
slow-fast and multistable dynamics observed in self-pulsing and correlated to the CW field
coupling, whose induced thermo-optical effects on the resonator properties can no longer
be neglected. The panels show different regimes. (a) The CW detuning and associated
coupled power initiates the self-pulsing. (b) A transient behaviour due to the passage from
blue to red frequency detuning from the resonance. (c) Slow-fast dynamics associated with
complex and threshold-like coupling behaviour. (d) Frequency doubling of the self-pulsing
operation.
CW probe in the resonator. Differently from the previous configuration, the effect of the
CW probe on the thermal and optical state of the resonator can no longer be considered
negligible and it is expected to have a significant impact on the properties and dynamics
of the main laser cavity. In particular, we used a 15 mW CW field to seed the resonance
around 1560 nm while the main laser cavity was oscillating within the resonance located at
1545 nm and operating in a self-pulsing regime with an average power of 30 mW. Although
the CW field possessed a power with the same order of magnitude as the lasing cavity (and
thus expected to have a similar impact in terms of thermo-optical effects), we observed
that similar self-pulsing properties could be maintained or recovered (via e.g. polarisa-
tion adjustments) over a large range of parameters when the CW coupling properties (i.e.
frequency detuning and power) were experimentally stabilised. This can be understood
by the fact that the thermo-optical shift induced by the CW field might, in this case, be
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constant and only lead to an additional offset detuning in the laser-resonator coupling
and operation (as long as the interaction between the CW and self-pulsing thermo-optical
effects are small enough to avoid crossing any stability boundaries in the dynamical system
- i.e. the typical cases shown in Figs. 4.3(c) and 4.3(d). However, when the frequency
stabilisation of the CW probe is turned off, the CW laser can drift in and out of the
resonance at the typical microsecond timescales at play in our system self-pulsing dynam-
ics. Examples of such behaviours are shown in Fig. 4.6, where one can see that the fast
modification of the CW probe coupling (purple line) drastically influences the main laser
cavity self-pulsing dynamics (blue line). Depending on the conditions, variations on the
CW detuning and associated coupled power can initiate self-pulsing (Fig. 4.6(a)), exhibit
transient behaviour due to the passage from blue to red frequency detuning from the reson-
ance (Fig. 4.6(b)), display slow-fast dynamics associated with complex and threshold-like
coupling behaviour (Fig. 4.6(c)), or even yield frequency doubling of the self-pulsing op-
eration (Fig. 4.6(d)).
These results clearly underline the capability of an external field to drastically influence
the resonator state via the thermo-optical effect, and thus impact the pulsing dynamics of
the system in a non-trivial manner. In this framework, we expect this architecture, dis-
playing multistability with widely adjustable pulsing properties, to provide an excellent
testbed for the experimental study of complexity in nonlinear optical systems, with times-
cales easily handled by conventional electronic systems. Considering the universal nature
of the thermo-optical effect in microresonator devices, we anticipate that the self-pulsing
dynamics observed here in fused silica should be achievable across other microresonator
platforms when ensuring a correct and suitable selection of the cavity parameters. Addi-
tionally, our experimental observations using a CW probe have demonstrated the ability
to transfer dynamics between multiple wavelengths and modify the pulsing state. This
influence appears to be accurately controllable, thus opening up potential pathways for the
wavelength-independent control and synchronisation of puling in multiple systems. For
instance, by the CW laser acting as an optical control to mediate the interaction between
two cavities to produce synchronised multicolour self-pulsing emissions and possibly taking
advantage of multistabilities for wavelength-independent memory states.
4.4 Conclusion
We have experimentally demonstrated sustained self-pulsing driven by the complex inter-
action between the thermo-optical effect in a microresonator and the gain of an external
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amplifying fibre loop. Numerical simulations provide direct insight on the dynamics of the
thermo-optical frequency shift in the resonator and are in good qualitative agreement with
experimental measurements made with an auxiliary probe laser coupled to the microres-
onator. The all-optical probe has been demonstrated to be a powerful tool for sensing the
slow dynamics present in the micro-cavity, even during operation. In the future, we envi-
sion that this approach will be useful in monitoring and diagnosis for operating states of
such a laser, especially as a simple approach for monitoring stability of such a device. Our
system exhibits a multitude of interesting multistable dynamics and we have experiment-
ally investigated the effect of a probe field with non-negligible power, with results hinting
towards possible applications in complex lasing and nonlinear dynamics, with modes that
can be linked by thermally-dependent and adjustable effects.
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Chapter 5
Spontaneous emergence of laser
cavity-soliton microcombs
The processes that govern the formation of nonlinear dissipative structures are, by their
very nature, complex. Such structures have been studied in many biological, chemical, and
physical systems. In photonics, the formation of microcombs is of significant interest for
the development of modern optical technologies with applications spanning spectroscopy,
telecommunications, and metrology, among others.
A key open problem in the field is in the development of agile protocols for the start-up
procedure to generate and stabilise soliton microcombs. In their typical implementation,
which is based on externally-driven microresonators and described by the Lugiato-Lefever
model, microcombs require an active and precise perturbation to the external pump laser
in order to trigger their formation. In stark contrast to well-established modern frequency
combs, based on passively mode-locked lasers, these solitons do not spontaneously appear
from noise, nor can they be recovered after being destroyed by a perturbation.
Here, we show that laser cavity-soliton microcombs in a microresonator-filtered fibre laser
can emerge and recover directly from noise. We experimentally define and map their ex-
istence region against a simple set of static cavity control parameters, namely the optical
amplifier pump level and the main fibre-cavity length - in direct resemblance to existence
maps of pulsed regimes in passively mode-locked lasers. Such a map is remarkably repeat-
able and underpins a robust set of soliton states, which are always recovered after being
disrupted, when the system is properly set.
We verify the spontaneous start-up and recovery mechanism exhibited by our system
with real-time measurements of the microcomb output during the transition, and present
evidence supporting the role of nonlocal thermo-optical nonlinearity in enabling the spon-
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taneous emergence of soliton waves.
5.1 Introduction
In nonlinear dissipative systems, far from equilibrium, self-organisation can lead to the
formation of complex structures [85, 147]. This macroscopic behaviour is governed by
decentralised, global conditions, and as such the emergent state is typically robust to loc-
alised perturbations. Passively mode-locked lasers are an important physical example of
such a dissipative system [85]. Understanding the global parameter settings and proper
start-up protocols required to access the region of existence of these states has been crucial
to the development of modern ultrafast laser technologies [212].
A well-known problem to this development has been in how to reliably enter the pulsed
regime in lasers that are mode-locked by a fast saturable absorber. To ensure reliable
start-up, these lasers often incorporate an additional slow saturable absorber to help to
force the system into the desired state during the start-up procedure [37]. This problem
remains open, however, in the field of microcombs. The realisation of a robust, repeatable
approach for self-starting operation into the temporal cavity-soliton (CS) regime is a focus
of present research in the field [105, 107, 118, 120, 136, 191, 213]. Cavity-solitons [147,
214] are a unique and important class of dissipative soliton which harness the high optical
field enhancement of microresonators to balance dispersion with the nonlinear phase shift
at low average powers, and are consequently seen as key components for important devel-
opments to metrology, telecommunications and quantum science [102, 132, 134, 137, 139,
173]. Within this class, temporal laser cavity-solitons [90, 121, 122, 149, 153, 214] are the
most efficient type solitary wave and have been recently implemented in a microresonator-
filtered fibre laser [1]. These broadband solitary pulses are sustained by the gain of the
laser, in contrast to standard configurations where CSs are sustained on top of a strong
background by an external driving laser.
The phase and group velocity mismatch between the two cavities of the microresonator-
filtered fibre laser, as well as the gain level of the amplifying fibre are the experimental
global parameters across which we may define a region of existence of these solitary waves.
For microresonators with focusing Kerr nonlinearity and anomalous dispersion, CSs are
only found for comb lines oscillating on the red-detuned slope of the microresonator res-
onances [2, 215].
A red-detuned configuration alone is, unfortunately, not sufficient to induce the formation
of stable solitary pulses. Since CSs are localised pulses, a large portion of the nonlin-
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ear microcavity remains in a stable background state. The implication here is that it is
impossible to find a single set of global parameters which allow for CSs to start-up spon-
taneously from the background state and then be maintained. Instead, the soliton must
be ‘written’ into the cavity by a direct perturbation to one of the cavity parameters [90,
91, 214]. A complex start-up procedure is necessary in standard Lugiato-Lefever systems
to pass-by this fundamental limitation. One possible solution here is to use a succession
of solitary peaks, soliton crystals or period successions, which are allowed to start from
noise in certain regions of the Lugiato-Lefever equation or in modified versions of it [215]
although, strictly, single soliton states are not allowed in these configurations.
In principle, an additional, slow and energy-dependent nonlinearity could break this dead-
lock with the benefit of adding robustness to the system in a similar manner to the slow
saturable absorber used in passively mode-locked lasers for start-up. In simple terms, the
microcomb would be configured with a set of starting parameters where the background
is unstable and hence the noise can grow, starting-up the oscillation. As the energy of the
state increases, however, the parameters are nonlocally modified by the energy-dependent
nonlinearity; if such a change moves the system into their region of existence and stability,
solitons are eventually formed and maintained.
Controlling such an effect in externally driven configurations, however, is not trivial - only
very recently has soliton start-up been observed in lithium niobate resonators: this mater-
ial naturally displays a nonlocal, defocusing, photorefractive nonlinearity which pushes the
system into a red detuned configuration [216]. Many common microcavities, conversely,
are dominated by a focusing thermal nonlinearity, which pushes the system into a very
well-known, strongly locked configuration on the blue detuned slope of the microresonator
[168]. Here, unfortunately, solitons do not exist, and only Turing patterns are admitted.
While microcomb designs integrating both laser and microcavities are becoming increas-
ingly popular [118, 127, 136, 191], the mechanism of temporal CS formation in these
systems is still under intense study [119, 217] and, in particular, the mechanism which
drives the formation of laser CSs in the microresonator-filtered fibre laser, has been, so
far, unknown.
The results of the following section detail how, experimentally, laser CS states are ac-
cessed, as well as presenting results to demonstrate the impact of the cavity global control
parameters on the accessible regimes.
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of the concept of a nonlocal nonlinearity permitting a self-
starting, globally stable system. The change in stability of the stationary states for ‘cold’
and ‘hot’ cavities. The oscillating field grows from the initial modulational instability (MI)
present in the zero energy state, and under the proper setting of global cavity parameters,
evolves towards the stable soliton state. In this energetic regime, the global cavity settings
are impacted by the nonlinearity such that the zero energy solution is shifted to detuning
away from the MI region where the background state is stable and soliton solution is
maintained.
5.2 Mapping the soliton regime
The experimental setup is built by nesting a silicon-oxynitride integrated ring-resonator,
with ∼49 GHz FSR and a 1.3 million Q-factor, in add-drop configuration into a remotely
controllable amplifying fibre cavity. This main-cavity comprises a polarisation maintaining
optical amplifier and a free-space section containing a motorised delay line, polarisation
control optics, and a 12 nm bandpass filter. The polarisation optics are set to minimise
the cavity losses for the map presented in Fig 5.3. The FSR of this cavity is 77 MHz.
The operating state of our microcomb laser is characterised simultaneously by measur-
ing its optical and radio-frequency spectra, respectively by an optical spectrum-analyser
(Anritsu) and a fast oscilloscope. The average pulse envelope is measured by a second-
harmonic non-collinear temporal auto-correlator (Femtochrome). Furthermore, the abso-
lute frequency of the oscillating microcomb laser lines is measured using the laser-scanning
spectroscopy technique, in the same configuration to that described in Chapters 2 and 3,
with the addition of a gas-cell for referencing the absolute frequency axis. Each instru-
ment is interfaced with a computer-controlled program for synchronised and automated
acquisition.
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The parameter space is spanned in order to map the microcomb states against the 980 nm
pump power of the Erbium-doped fibre amplifier (EDFA) and the relative length of the
main-cavity (by the motorised delay line), while monitoring temperature and losses of the
system. Such a systematic analysis was possible thanks to an automated laser setup which
permitted repeatable scanning and measurement.
The scan is conducted by first setting the cavity detuning position, with the EDFA pump
turned off, and then ramping the pump power up to the region of interest. Here, the cavity
regime for the mapped set of input pump powers is measured, using all characterisation
techniques described previously. The pump laser power is then increased by 1.3 mW and
the process is repeated until reaching the maximum setting. Upon completion of the set,
the amplifier is turned off, and the procedure is repeated for the next cavity-length setting.
The entire scan is performed over several hours, during which time the setup is isolated
to environmental perturbations and, in particular, the temperature of the environment
around the microresonator is maintained by a PID controlled heater, which is stable to
±1 °C.
The experimental results presented here clearly shows a region within the cavity global
parameters (cavity length, laser pump power, temperature and losses), where the solitons
are spontaneously formed and robustly locked against perturbation without any additional
external feedback (Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3). Very importantly, this mechanism appears phase
independent, implying that it is robust to small changes of the optical path and does not
require to adjust the position of the resonances in the order of the optical wavelength.
For a given temperature and set of losses, this region is found by harmonically matching
the free-spectral ranges of the micro- and main-cavities and appears for a well-defined
range of pump power levels of the fibre amplifier. The laser, configured in the proper
state of global parameters, always generates, and recovers after perturbation, temporal
CS whose number is practically determined by the saturation energy of the gain. Import-
antly, this means that direct access to single solitons is permitted.
We are able to clearly identify a region in which the system is always admitting soliton
states. This region persists across a variation of the main cavity path length well-above
its FSR, with soliton states always displaying a clear red-detuned central comb line. It is
worth noting that the states found in this region are not necessarily composed of the same
number of solitons.
Figure 5.2(a) reports a typical map, which was obtained by increasing the gain pump
power from low to high values. The maximum spectral bandwidth obtained by the OSA is
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Figure 5.2: (a) The spectral bandwidth of the laser output, corresponding to the colour
scale inset, for various settings of the cavity global parameters - namely cavity length and
amplifier pumping voltage. The temperature was kept within a fluctuation of few degrees
at 20 °C. The soliton states with the largest bandwidth and are clearly identified in the
orange/red region in the centre of the map. In the lower left section of the map, a stable
region admitting CW/Turing pattern states is clearly identifiable. The radio-frequency
spectrum is analysed to identify unstable regions of the map and are marked by a cross.
The insets to the right of the map are repeat measurements of the entire scan acquired
over a continuous 40 hour period. (b) The wavelength of each spectral mode is plotted for
the fixed cavity length of 84 µm (dashed black line in (a)). The pump power increment
is 1.3 mW, and the spontaneous transition from a CW state into the single soliton state
is clearly identifiable. (c) Example measurements of the lasers optical spectrum, radio-
frequency and autocorrelation traces are presented for 347.1 mW, 353.6 mW and 362.7 mW
(indicated by the white circles in (a)). Here we observe both single- and two-soliton states,
as well as CW operation.
represented in this parameter space as indicated by the corresponding colour bar. Regions
where the DC bandwidth of the signal exceeds a threshold of 500 kHz or the beat note
at the super-mode frequency exceeds 1 MHz (which indicates that the system is in a slow
pulsing regime), are marked by a cross. Among this set of unstable states, which we will
not further investigate here, we could clearly identify two distinct regions that were always
admitting CW/Turing states and soliton states.
Practically, a range of environmental factors can impact the operating state of a laser
- commercial devices incorporate active cavity stabilisation techniques such as piezo-
controlled fast cavity-length actuation for locking desired regimes. It is important here to
highlight that presently, the microresonator-filtered fibre laser is completely free-running.
Even still, we observe a remarkable level of repeatability in our measurements. The meas-
urements presented in Fig. 5.2(a) were conducted a total of four times with the same
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scanning acquisition script. It is clear from theses repetitions (See the three insets directly
to the right of Fig. 5.2(a)) that the soliton region is consistently present and is generally
admitting the same number solitons.
These measurements were acquired over a continuous 40-hour period, with each dataset
taking approximately 10 hours to complete. The length of such measurements means that
the system is subject to fluctuations of the laboratory temperature across the full day-
night cycle, which practically fluctuates by a few degrees Celsius around 20 °C.
As the EDFA pump power is increased, we observe the laser state evolving directly from
CW operation into the single-soliton state, then into the two-soliton state. The optical
spectra, taken along a single setting of the main-cavity length, are presented in Fig. 5.2(b).
Here we see a dot to indicate each detected peak in the optical spectrum. The state evolves
freely from a blue-detuned CW state, with very few spectral lines, directly into a stable
single soliton state. As the EDFA pumping power is increased, the spectral bandwidth
appears to increase and eventually the saturation power reaches a level that is sufficient to
sustain two solitons, which manifest spontaneously. The spectra of example cases of the
CW, single soliton, and two soliton regimes are presented in Fig. 5.2(c). The insets detail
the corresponding RF spectrum and the auto-correlation trace. The clean RF spectrum
and high extinction ratio of the background in the auto-correlation traces is indicative of
the strong coherence of these states.
Figure 5.3 reports a similar set obtained for a different setting of the cavity losses in which
the soliton regime is observed for higher intracavity powers. We observe the laser state
evolving directly from Turing pattern operation, with lines five free-spectral ranges apart,
into three-soliton states. The first clear distinction between the two maps of Figs. 5.2 and
5.3 is the difference in the number of solitons that are admitted in the cavity. The map
of Fig. 5.2 admits only single- and two-soliton states, whereas the map of Fig. 5.3 shows
both two- and three-soliton cases. The number of solitons can be identified by the number
of peaks in the autocorrelation traces, in conjunction with the spacing and modulated
patter of the comb lines in the optical spectra. In fact, the modulation of the optical
spectra (seen clearly in the top spectra in Fig. 5.2(c)) makes it quite apparent that the
spacing between multiple soliton pulses in the cavity are not perfectly equidistant, which
is illustrative of the localised nature of solitons. In the case where multiple solitons are
maximally separated, one would expect a corresponding optical spectra with a modulation
period equal to the N time the micro-cavity FSR, where N is the number of pulses. This is
indeed the case shown in the middle spectra of Fig. 5.3(c) for N = 3. For the cases where
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Figure 5.3: (a) The spectral bandwidth of the laser output, corresponding to the colour
scale inset, for various settings of the cavity global parameters - namely cavity length and
amplifier pumping voltage. Temperature was kept with a fluctuation of few degrees at
20 °C. The soliton states the largest bandwidth and are clearly identified in the orange/red
region in the centre of the map. The radio-frequency spectrum is analysed to identify
unstable regions of the map and are marked by a cross. (b) The wavelength of each spectral
mode is plotted for the fixed cavity length of 44 µm (dashed black line in (a)). The pump
power increment is 1.3 mW (c) Example measurements of the lasers optical spectrum,
radio-frequency and autocorrelation traces are presented for 366.8 mW, 392.8 mW and
401.9 mW (indicated by the white circles in (a)). Here we observe three-soliton states,
with 5-FSR non-localised Turing patterns.
the solitons have an uneven temporal separation, the optical spectra present interference
fringes such as those in the top spectra of Fig. 5.2(c).
5.3 Phase resilience of the solitary solutions
These results highlight a strong resilience of the system on the initial phase mismatch
between the two cavities. The amount of phase detuning covered in these maps over the
range of the delay line is exceptionally large. The detuning is, however, also subject to
the thermo-optical effect [3]. Due to the large thermal coefficient of the microresonator
(1.7× 10−5 K−1 - equating to a spectral shift of 14 pm °C−1 [218]), the detuning is changed
as the intracavity power is increased. Across the soliton region, such a shift well exceeds
the FSR of the main cavity (77 MHz or 0.62 pm), as shown in Fig. 5.4(a) and 5.4(b). The
implication here is that in order for the soliton region to be so large, there must be some
dynamical mechanism which is always maintaining the red-detuning of the lasing main-
cavity modes as the micro-resonance is significantly thermally detuned. This mechanism
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must, in-part, pertain to an energy dependent effect acting on the main-cavity such as a
thermo-optical effect or the refractive index response to the amplifier gain [219–222].
Figure 5.4: (a) Wavelength detuning of the central lasing mode in the soliton region
versus laser pump power, exceeding the free-spectral range (0.62 pm) of the laser cavity
for the case in Fig. 5.2, along with intracavity power at the output drop port of the
microcavity. (b) Same for the case in Fig. 5.3. (c) An example of recovery from perturba-
tion of soliton state. Measured drop power (blue line) shows the transition from the laser
off-state, after a mechanical perturbation to the stable soliton, and then the recovery of
a stable state. The spectra (inset) measured shows the recovered soliton case and cor-
responding auto-correlation trace. The power of a weak CW probe (red line), coupled in
the 1560 nm microresonator resonance, is shown to measure the nonlinear shifting of the
microcavity during the formation process.
This effect is quite apparent in Fig. 5.4(a) and Fig. 5.4(b), which show the position
of the central spectral mode, at fixed delay line settings, as the EDFA pump is increased.
The wavelength of this central mode increases by over 30 pm while the soliton state is
maintained. The corresponding measured intracavity power is indicative of the energy
dependence of this phenomenon.
Moreover, the soliton states were very likely to be recovered after a perturbation (e.g.
mechanical) to the system. A typical variation of the output power of the laser after the
perturbation of a soliton state is reported in Fig. 5.4(c). To measure the change of the
physical property of the microcavity resonance, we probed a resonance with a weak CW
laser in order to observe the change in coupled probe power (In a manner similar to the
works of Chapter 4). The variation of the transmitted power, along with the formation
of the soliton state, shows clearly that the microcavity resonances are strongly detuned
during the soliton formation process before passively self-locking into the soliton state.
The insets show the optical spectra and auto-correlation trace of this soliton.
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Within the scope of the relative cavity detuning parameter, the implication is that the
delay line is prevalently controlling the free-spectral range mismatch between the two
cavities. The existence region of the solitons is wider when the main fibre cavity is an
exact multiple of the microresonator length and is completely extinguished for significant
changes of cavity length. Turing patterns, conversely, appear for mismatched cavities
and are well spread even beyond this map (As seen in the works presented in Chapter
3). The soliton range moves towards higher pump powers when the relative main-cavity
length is increased. This indicates a decrease of the refractive index with pump power,
which appears to be dominated by the gain response of the Erbium over the focusing
thermo-optic effect [219–222].
Figure 5.5: Dispersion of the oscillating lines within the microcavity. (a) Typical laser
scanning spectroscopy measurements of a blue detuned oscillating line (top), red detuned
line (centre) and coexistence of two oscillating modes (bottom). The detuning is calcu-
lated as the frequency difference between the centre of the microcavity resonance and the
oscillating line. (b) Distribution of the detunings for the spectral modes in the example
cases of Fig. 5.2(c). The primary oscillating laser lines are marked with a circle, while the
secondary resonance, if any, is marked as a cross. (c) Distribution of the detunings for the
modes in Fig. 5.3(c).
The resilience of the system from the initial phase mismatch of the cavities points
towards the presence of a dynamical mechanism which prevalently locks the laser lines
on the blue or red detuned slopes of the microcavity. Such relative detunings are shown
in Fig. 5.5, which reports the measured positions of the lasing modes within the mi-
crocavity resonances, versus mode wavelength. The three example resonances shown in
Fig. 5.5(a) are illustrative of a blue-detuned mode (top), a red-detuned mode (middle),
and a coexisting state (bottom). The data in Figs. 5.5(b) and 5.5(c), then, corresponds
to the maps of 5.2 and 5.3 respectively. The laser scanning spectroscopy measurements
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reveal the relative detuning, over all lasing lines, for each lasing mode of the comb. For a
fixed length of the main-cavity, starting from low to high pump power, we first find blue
detuned states corresponding to the CW/ Turing waves, with the mode wavelength and
relative detuning from the microresonator resonance indicated by the blue circles. When
we enter in the soliton region, we observe a set of red-detuned modes, corresponding to
soliton states spanning over the whole range of the observed wavelengths. In these cases,
a smaller secondary mode, coexisting with the soliton modes, is sometimes observed [165].
These few blue detuned lines are marked with a cross, and are typically significantly less
notable than the red-detuned lines. The exception here is to the couple of laser lines at
and below the 1540 nm range. For these comb lines, the coexisting blue-detuned line is
large, as shown in the bottom example resonance profile in Fig. 5.5(a). The presence of
such lasing modes can be understood within the context of the dynamical and self-acting
feedback that is present in the two cavities system due to the nonlocal nonlinearities.
As discussed in the introduction, an energy dependent, nonlocal nonlinearity can contrib-
ute to self-lock the system on a specific slope of the microcavity [168]. Very importantly,
in a microresonator-filtered fibre laser system, where energy dependent nonlinearities are
prevalent in both the main- and micro-cavities, such a locking point depends on the re-
lative nonlinear frequency shift between the two cavities. Considering a predominantly
focusing effect for both, when the thermal nonlinearity of the micro-resonator dominates,
the lasing modes will lock on the blue slope of the microresonator, but when the system
is dominated by the nonlocal nonlinearity of the amplifier, the modes will lock on the red
slope, remarkably permitting soliton start-up and recovery. This dynamical system, with
a strong thermo-optical nonlinearity in the microresonator, enables us to set the system
in a regime where instabilities of the background states can grow spontaneously, due to
modulational instability gain, but will lock once the cavity is ‘hot’ and the nonlocal non-
linear effects shift the absolute detuning of the two cavities. The periodical nature of the
multi-modal system enables a certain redundancy with respect to the detunings of the
two cavities. There is always a main-cavity mode in close spectral proximity with the
micro-cavity resonance.
In particular, this phenomenon is quite evident in the resonance profile showing coexisting
blue- and red-detuned modes at the bottom panel of Fig. 5.2(a). As noted, this case
distinctly appears at comb lines below ∼1540 nm. We can attribute this appearance of
blue-detuned states to the well-known wavelength-dependent behaviour of the refractive
index in heavily-doped Erbium fibres [220, 221]. Notably, because the gain saturates with
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the circulating laser power within the fibre cavity, the refractive index dependence on the
circulating laser power is defocusing for wavelengths shorter than that of the resonance
peak, and focusing for longer. In the EDFA used here, the resonant peak is at ∼1538 nm
(see Refs. [220, 221] for experimental measurements the refractive index dependence on
signal power in EDFAs).
In terms of the nonlocal self-locking behaviour in the microresonator-filtered fibre laser,
the implication is that stable states are preferentially locked in blue detuned configura-
tions for wavelength shorter than ∼1538 nm, where the laser gain refractive is nonlinearly
defocusing, and on red-detuned configuration for wavelength longer than such a value,
where the laser refractive index is focusing. It is important to highlight that a thermal
nonlinearity is certainly also present in the amplifier cavity, which however, is expected
not to show any wavelength dependence.
This factor contributes significantly in determining the presence of other states coexisting
with the localised solitons. When the intracavity energy of the soliton alone is insufficient
to saturate the laser gain, energetic background states emerge and appear to coexist with
the soliton in the cavity. This is quite evident in the cases for the single soliton (Fig.
5.2(c) - middle), which clearly show two strong laser lines in the spectrum at ∼1538 nm.
Such behaviour has indeed been observed in other works in the field [165, 223], where a
peak at the resonance frequency of the optical amplifier is often observed.
5.4 Real-time observation of spontaneous laser cavity-soliton
emergence
To obtain some insight into the dynamics at play with regard to the spontaneous emergence
of the soliton state, we implement a modulated dispersive Fourier-transform spectroscopy
setup to examine the evolution of the optical spectra in real-time. Real-time measurements
of ultrafast optical phenomena are becoming ever more prevalent in the field, especially
with regard to gaining insight into the formation processes and transient dynamics in ul-
trashort pulsed regimes [224–229].
Dispersive Fourier-transform (DFT) spectroscopy is usually implemented by passing the
laser pulses through a length of dispersion compensating fibre (DCF). The chromatic
dispersion is utilised to stretch out the temporal pulse, separating the distinct spectral
components of the pulse, which can then be detected with a fast oscilloscope - providing
that the propagation is sufficient to satisfy the far-field approximation of temporal disper-
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sion [230].
An additional challenge is presented in making such a measurement for the laser cavity-
solitons in a microresonator-filtered fibre laser. Since the repetition rate of these ultrashort
pulses is at least 50 GHz (i.e. in the single soliton case) a stable pulse train undergoing the
spectral stretching of the dispersive fibre would interfere with itself, distorting the spectral
lines in the noise. In order to overcome this, we apply an electro-optic modulation (EOM)
to the pulse train in order to isolate and select just a few pulses, which are then sufficiently
separated from the next pulse window to perform the DFT measurement. A schematic of
the full setup is presented in Fig. 5.6(a). The pulse train signal from the microcomb laser
is optically isolated, to ensure no disruptive feedback, and the polarisation is matched to
the EOM to ensure the maximum of the signal is transmitted to detection. A square mod-
ulation wave is applied to the pulse train, with an open window duration of 300 ps, and a
window separation period of 31.3 ns. The transmitted block of pulses then passes through
the length of DCF which compensates the amount of dispersion equivalent to 80 km of
fibre. The total dispersion of the DCF is D = −1360 ps nm−1. The induced temporal
spreading must be lower than the periodic separation of the pulse windows set by the
EOM. The final signal is then amplified with an in-line semiconductor optical amplifier
to enable measurement of the signal by a 16 GHz photodiode. The optical spectrum of
the microcomb output is measured adjacently by an optical spectrum analyser for direct
comparison to the real-time spectrum. The concept behind this scheme is illustrated in
Fig. 5.6(b).
By making some perturbation to the stable microcomb operation (e.g. mechanical),
we are able to annihilate the stable soliton state and then actively observe its real-time
spontaneous reformation. Figure 5.7 shows an experimental measurement of this. Figure
5.7(a) shows the oscilloscope trace for the output power of the microcomb, in the same
manner as in Fig. 5.4(c), for direct comparison with the DFT measurement shown below
in 5.7(b). Here, we plot the experimental measurement in 2D, where the colour scale is
normalised to the maximum observed output power in the trace. The vertical ‘slow axis’
set to the repetition rate of the EOM. In this manner, each vertical ‘slice’ of the full os-
cilloscope measurement shows the spectrum for a single window of pulses. The horizontal
axis, then, shows how the spectrum of the pulse train evolves in ‘fast time’. During the
chaotic formation period, the central line of the emergent comb appears dominantly. The
dynamics of the formation observed occur over ∼10 µs. We note that this is in line with
the typical response timescale on which the thermo-optical effect operates in silica-based
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Figure 5.6: (a) Schematic of the modulated dispersive Fourier-transform spectroscopy
(DFT) setup. The microcomb pulse train passes through an optical isolator and fibre
polarisation controller (FPC) before an electro-optic modulator (EOM) is used to window
and select a few pulses. The microcomb repetition rate is in the 50 GHz to 100 GHz range,
so each 300 ps window contains tens of pulses. These pulses are then propagated through
a length of dispersive optical fibre. The temporal separation induced by the dispersive
fibre, is orders of magnitude greater than the initial temporal separation of the individual
pulses; thus interference between multiple pulses is insignificant in measurement. The
signal is amplified before being detected by a fast photodiode (EOT - 16 GHz) and oscil-
loscope (Teledyne Lecroy - 36 GHz). (b) Illustration of the measurement concept. The
microcomb pulse train (black) is windowed by the EOM (red), before passing through a
significant length of dispersive fibre to reach the far-field Fourier-transform limit where
spectral components are effectively mapped to the temporal domain.
microresonators (see Chapter 4). This result supports the hypothesis that the nonlocal
thermo-optical nonlinearity, induced in the ‘hot’ cavity condition, is one of the key com-
ponents in the formation and the stabilisation dynamics of these laser CS microcombs.
The inclusion of this thermal detuning into the numerical propagation model should be
able to verify such behaviour, and this work will be conducted in future theoretical studies.
In conclusion, laser cavity-solitons have been demonstrated to spontaneously emerge
in a microresonator-filtered fibre laser. We identified a region of global parameters such
as cavity length, losses, temperature and EDFA pump power, where these solitary pulses
exist and are stable. This region is remarkably repeatable also in terms of the number of
formed solitons which are obtained independently on the initial phase detuning between
the two cavities, instead depending on the saturation energy of the cavity gain, which
in this case is primarily controlled with the EDFA pumping power. In this framework,
we discussed the role of the nonlocal nonlinear thermo-optical nonlinearity in the system,
and the complex dynamical interplay between the nonlinearities of the two cavities, which
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Figure 5.7: (a) The temporal DFT measurement is plotted in a 2D figure, with the
fast-time axis (determined as the period of the EOM) in the y-axis and the slow-time
axis on the x-axis. The measurement illustrates the spontaneous formation of a soliton
state from the ‘off’ state. The normalised average energy of the signal is shown above. A
period of apparent chaos, the duration of which is in-line with the response time of the
microresonator thermo-optical effects, is followed by settling into stable soliton operation.
The linear optical spectrum corresponding to this stable state is shown to the right of the
2D plot, with the corresponding autocorrelation shown in the inset. For reference, the
log-scale optical spectrum is shown above.
under appropriate conditions, appears to enable the laser spectral modes to self-lock in a
regime where solitons exist (i.e. a relatively red-detuning of the main-cavity mode with
respect to the microresonator mode). In this regime, the stable soliton state is demon-
strated to self-start from noise, with experimental measurements of the optical spectrum
and intracavity power during start-up supporting this.
These capabilities, together with the high efficiency generation and background free oper-
ation of laser cavity solitons, make a microresonator-filtered fibre laser a viable approach
for a robust, user friendly microcomb technology.
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Chapter 6
Summary and future perspectives
Microresonator-based frequency combs have seen tremendous success over the past dec-
ade, and the future looks bright, extrapolating from the progress in micro-fabrication
techniques and integration of these devices. In particular, the integration of lasers and
microresonator on a single platform is the ultimate aim within the field. Significant pro-
gress is already being made towards this and, in particular, novel configurations are under
intense research to overcome some of the limitations of the conventional externally-driven
microcombs based on the Lugiato-Lefever equation (LLE).
In this thesis, I have investigated the lasing regimes that can manifest in one such con-
figuration: the microresonator-filtered fibre laser. The dynamical interplay between the
nonlinear high-Q microresonator and the amplifying fibre cavity is certainly an interesting
physical base for a range of complex and dynamical physical laser phenomena.
Temporal laser cavity-solitons are a new class of pulsed laser which shift the paradigm
of microcomb generation by greatly reducing the potential power consumption of these
devices. In applications requiring a low power source with a tunable repetition rate,
such as in portable combs for optical atomic clocks, the microresonator-filtered fibre laser
scheme shows excellent potential to overcome the limitations of current state-of-the-art
microcomb devices.
On top of this, the recent experimental results have revealed the critical role played by
nonlocal thermal effects in the transition from noise to stable operation.
For future works, it will be crucial to examine in more detail the soliton’s stability, espe-
cially to better understand the impact of the coexisting states which have been observed.
It is worth noting that as yet, the microresonator-filtered fibre laser has always been en-
tirely free-running, with no active feedback mechanisms of external locking to assist with
stability. Such features are common, and essential, for modern lasers. Moving forwards,
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the implementation of active feedback will be key for measurements where stability over
a longer timescale is necessary.
Adjacent to this aim, a powerful technique that is recently being developed within the
scope of lasers stability, control, and start-up is the application of machine-learning proto-
cols [159, 231–237]. There has also been success in utilising machine-learning concepts to
control highly nonlinear interactions to create intelligently customisable light sources - as
demonstrated in “Customizing supercontinuum generation via on-chip adaptive temporal
pulse-splitting.” Nature Communications 9, (2018) - a work that I contributed to during
my PhD [238].
For practical, commercial laser systems, the turn-on procedure must be reliable and require
minimal interference by the user. The implementation of machine-learning approaches to
reliably control the start-up dynamics of these lasers in an automated way, is currently
subject to intense research efforts, and the application of such a technique has not yet
been applied to microcombs systems.
The laser cavity-solitons, presented in Chapter 2, generally address the major limitations
of conventional microcomb devices from research groups around the world. Self-starting
operation, agile tunability of the comb spacing, overcoming thermal instabilities and suf-
ficient microcomb power of octave spanning self-referencing and stabilisation are the key
challenges. As discussed in Chapter 1, recent works [118, 119] have experimentally demon-
strated extremely low power self-injection locked microcomb lasers, which are capable of
turn-key operation. Higher power combs would be required for optical atomic clock ap-
plications, and in this case, thermal instabilities tend to grow and destabilise the soliton
state. To address this issue, the use of an auxiliary CW laser has been proposed [120], with
promising results albeit increasing somewhat the complexity and footprint of the eventual
device. Regarding the tunability of comb modes, coarse steps can be achieved by increas-
ing the number of solitons in the cavity – doubling the repetition rate of the comb, but no
solution provides an agile fine tuning of this parameter. The microresonator-filtered fibre
laser provides this tunability through the free-space delay stage, which is a unique compon-
ent to this device. The soliton solutions intrinsically have a much higher optical efficiency
as discussed in Chapter 2. Thermal instabilities indeed remain present in these devices as
evidenced by the works presented in Chapter 4, although further investigations into the
stability of the soliton comb modes is essential (applying the same methodology as per-
formed in Chapter 3 for Turing patterns in the same laser). The most recent experimental
results, presented in Chapter 5, show clearly a direct pathway to soliton generation in the
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laser by simply turning on the amplifier – although the underlying mechanisms that drive
this evolution still require investigation. Once these few questions have been answered,
we may begin to work at packaging such a device into a truly compact, portable optical
frequency comb.
The successes brought about over these past 20 years by the optical frequency comb
are innumerable. To take such devices outside of the laboratory environment, to everyday
settings, will certainly be a truly ground-breaking development.
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